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Abstract
The unique attribute of carbon nanomembranes (CNMs) in molecular separation is their
capability to overcome the typical trade-off between permeance and selectivity for
conventional membranes[9],[1],[2]. These two key properties determine the performance and
energy-efficiency of materials when used for molecular separation in filtration systems. CNMs
are molecularly thin membranes that can act as two-dimensional sieves due to the presence of
sub-nanometer conduits. CNMs are fabricated by cross-linking of aromatic self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs), e.g. p-terphenylthiol (TPT) SAMs. Cross-linking can be achieved by
irradiation with low-energy electrons. TPT CNMs, in particular, have shown great potential in
water separation[9]. Spectroscopic methods have provided deeper insight into structural and
chemical transformations associated with cross-linking[53],[13],[11],[14],[50] but molecularly
resolved microscopic data on characterizing cross-linking is available only rarely[9].
In this work, electron irradiation-induced cross-linking of aromatic SAMs was studied by
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), employing TPT SAMs on Au(111) on mica as a model
system for aromatic SAMs. SAMs were prepared from dimethylformamide (DMF)-based
solution and from the vapor phase under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions. CNMs from
TPT SAMs are commonly prepared from DMF-based solution[9],[1]. SAMs prepared from the
gas phase, however, are of similar structure and have proven to be more suitable for STM
experiments. SAMs were cross-linked either by exposing the sample to the homogeneous
50 eV electron beam of an in-situ flood gun or by exposing the sample to the focused, scanning
1 keV electron beam of a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Both primary electron energies
are expected to cause similar modifications of the monolayer/substrate system as XPS analysis
has revealed similar cross-sections for the modification of the carbonaceous matrix and the
sulfur-gold interface, respectively. The advantage of employing the combined STM/SEM
system, however, is the chance to acquire STM images of the same sample location before and
after electron irradiation and thus to observe the influence of the electron impact on the local,
molecular level.
TPT SAMs were characterized by high-resolution STM. Two distinct, ordered phases were
observed for SAMs prepared from DMF-based solution, denoted as α-phase and β-phase. Both
phases were observed previously for TPT SAMs on Au(111) which were prepared in ethanolic
solution and subsequently annealed in ethanol at 40°C[39]. The α-phase consists of denselyIII

packed molecules in the well-known

2√3 × √3 R30° structure

with two molecules per unit cell.

The monomers occupy an area of 0.216 nm² and adopt tilt angles of γ~13°[39]. The β-phase is
characterized by a point-on-line incommensurate
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with n close to 8 and 8 molecules per

unit cell. The monomers occupy an area of 0.288 nm² and adopt tilt angles of 33-49°[39]. SAMs
prepared from the gas phase are characterized by the absence of α-phase domains. Instead, the
largest part of the substrate surface is covered with β-phase domains. Moreover, domains of a
slightly distorted β-phase were observed and identified. This phase can be described by a
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lattice with n close to 8. Typical domains sizes for SAMs prepared either from

DMF-based solution or from the gas phase are 10-100 nm. It was found that SAMs prepared
from the gas phase are much more suitable for STM experiments due to the total absence of
mobile impurities or adsorbates that may lead to unstable imaging conditions.
STM data indicates that the initial stage of cross-linking in TPT SAMs, which has been caused
by the impact of 50 eV and 1 keV electrons and only a few electrons per monomer, is
characterized by the propagation of radical chain reactions, as proposed previously[14]. The
chain reactions apparently involve up to 33 molecules and 5–6 monomers on average until
they are terminated, and they are probably accompanied by a partial cleavage of S−Au bonds.
The first radicals initiating individual chain reactions may form upon 6 eV (secondary)
electron attachment, but different electron-molecule primary interactions producing radicals
cannot be excluded. Potential termination mechanisms cannot be deduced from the STM data
but different mechanisms are proposed.
In the further course of cross-linking, the long-range molecular order is reduced significantly
compared to the pristine SAM. Pristine-like domains are typically less than 10 nm in size, being
separated by apparently cross-linked, amorphous parts of the monolayer. The reduction of the
average regular phase domain size is supported by STM data acquired within the scope of
complementary STM/SEM experiments. The evolution towards the nearly fully cross-linked
state is characterized by a loss of long- and short-range molecular order. Sub-nanometer-sized
voids were observed, which can possibly be assigned to sub-nanochannels or pores in the
transferred TPT CNM. Similar structures were were previously found and characterized[9]. The
average void diameter was estimated to 0.5 ± 0.2 nm and the areal void density to
~1.7 × 1017 m-2 which is in agreement with previous findings[9].
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Introduction

If you folded a regular sheet of paper (80 g/m²) 27 times, the stacking height would overcome
the height of Mount Everest. If you did the same with a carbon nanomembrane (CNM), the
membrane stack would barely reach your ankle. CNMs represent a specific class of synthetic
nanomembranes[1],[2]. Whereas the term “nanomembrane” often denotes membranes with
thicknesses less than 100 nm, CNMs with monomolecular thickness exhibit the nearly
minimum possible material thickness beside graphene. A free-standing CNM prepared from
p-terphenylthiol (TPT) precursors can be seen in the helium ion microscopy (HIM) image
shown in Figure 1.1 (a). The membrane is suspended over a micrometer-sized transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) mesh grid. CNMs are fabricated by cross-linking of aromatic selfassembled monolayers (SAMs), e.g. by irradiation with low-energy electrons (see Figure 1.1 (c)).
The resulting sheet can subsequently be released from the supporting substrate by employing a
sophisticated transfer process[3] and placed on other surfaces. Despite their minimal thickness
(~1 nm) even thinner than cell membranes, CNMs show excellent mechanical strength[4],[5]
and, beyond that, are highly resistant to chemicals[1] and heat[6]. CNMs are built in a versatile
and scalable fabrication process and can further be tailored with physical, chemical or
biological function[1],[7]. Moreover, CNMs show high potential in membrane filtration
applications. The final CNM molecular structure is of rather amorphous nature and can
sustain nanoscale pores or even sub-nanometer-sized pores[9],[11]. The pores may facilitate
selective transport in membrane separation processes, thereby acting as molecular sieves. Gas
permeation characteristics of single-layer and multilayer CNMs prepared from biphenylthiol
(BPT) and nitrobiphenylthiol (NBPT) precursors were reported for the first time in 2014 by
Ai et al.[8], revealing that gases of small kinetic diameter, i.e. He and H2 are subject to a
significantly higher permeance compared to larger molecules, i.e. CO2, Ar, O2, N2, CH4, and
C2H6, in particular in multilayer CNMs. A schematic illustration of a single-layer BPT CNM on
polydimethylsiloxan (PDMS) including pores (bright regions) is shown in Figure 1.1 (b). CNMs
with appropriate pore sizes may therefore be utilized for energy-efficient natural gas
purification, e.g. production of oxygen or nitrogen from air. It should be noted that pores
constitute open pathways through the membrane for distinct molecular species. Open
pathways for small molecules such as He or H2 may still block larger molecules, e.g. CO2 and
therefore not act as pores for the latter species. In order to efficiently filtrate distinct molecular
1
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species selectively, a narrow pore size distribution and a low areal density of defects is therefore
generally of particular importance. Tremendous effort has also been invested to extend the
utilization of CNMs towards water purification. The ability of CNMs prepared from TPT
precursors to combine high water selectivity with an exceptionally high permeance was shown
by Yang et al. in 2018[9], opening new pathways to applications in water purification, water
desalination, membrane distillation, dehydration of organics and dehumidification of gases. In
combination with their minimal thickness, CNMs can overcome the typical trade-off between
permeance and selectivity applying for conventional bulky membranes[10]. The permeance
describes how fast the molecules can pass through the membrane. The selectivity describes the
ability of a membrane to separate the target molecules from impurities. In conventional
membrane filtration processes, selective mass transport is usually achieved by a solutiondiffusion process which is energy consuming and requires a high mechanical stability of the
membrane. Here, material flow through the membrane is limited by the membrane thickness
and a higher selectivity can only be achieved at the expense of throughput and vice versa. Thin
selective membranes such as CNMs may overcome this fundamental dilemma.

2
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Figure 1.1: (a) Helium ion micrroscope (HIM) micrograph of a free-standing CNM prepar
ared from TPT precursors
(see upper left inset). The CNM is suspended over a gold TEM grid. The number in the lower
lo
left corner indicates
the CNM thickness as determiined from XPS before the transfer. (b) Schematic depicttion of the proposed gas
transport mechanism in singlee-layer BPT CNMs on PDMS support. Small gas molecule
les can permeate through
channels of molecular size (hiighlighted by bright regions). (c) Preparation and transsfer of TPT CNMs. TPT
precursor molecules self-assemble on Au substrates and form a densely-packed SAM. Cross-linking
C
by electron
irradiation converts the SAM into
i
a CNM that can be released from the substrate and transferred onto suitable
supports. Part a is reprinted and
an adapted with permission from ref [11]. Copyright (20013) American Chemical
Society. Part b is reprinted and adapted
a
with permission from ref [8]. Copyright (2014) Johhn Wiley and Sons. Part c
is reprinted and adapted with peermission from ref [9]. Copyright (2018) Americal Chemical
al Society.

The CNM molecular str
tructure is of key importance in providing high
h
performance in
molecular separation. An essential
e
feature of the membrane molecular struucture facilitating the
separation of target moleccules from impurities is the presence of pores. Poores allow the passage
of target molecules througgh the membrane; whereas other feed mixture coomponents permeate
the membrane at lower rat
ates or are being efficiently blocked. Depending on
o the porosity of the
membrane, in particular on
o shape and size of the pores, different transport
rt mechanisms dictate
the performance of a mem
mbrane in terms of permeance and selectivity[10]. An adequate choice
of the molecular precursorrs (and the substrate material) may allow to conttrol and tune the size,
the areal density, and thee chemcial nature of the pores and thus to con
ontrol the membrane
filtration performance. In particular, CNMs with a mean size of the pores of
o ~6 nm and 2.4 nm
were prepared[11]. Pores in
n CNMs with diameters down to 1.3 nm were eve
ven created artificially
3
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by employing the focused helium ion beam of a HIM[12]. The size of the intrinsic
in
pores in TPT
CNMs was estimated baseed on atomic force microscopy (AFM) data and an
a upper limit for the
active pore diameter of 0.7
0 ± 0.1 nm was found. Figure 1.2 (a) shows ST
TM and AFM image
excerpts of the pristine SAM (left) and the cross-linked monolayer (right).. In the pristine SAM,
the monomers arrange themselves
t
into a regular “zig-zag pattern”. In the cross-linked
monolayer, sub-nanomete
ter-sized pores were observed that might be form
med by several crosslinked monomers as high
hlighted schematically. Permeation data indicaates that those pores
efficiently block the passaage of most liquids and gases but facilitate the permeance of water
molecules. The estimatedd single-channel water permeation coefficient indicates that water
transport through the pore
res of TPT CNMs is similar to water transport thrrough aquaporin and
carbon nanotubes (see Figgure 1.2 (b)).

Figure 1.2: (a) Morphology of TPT
T SAM and CNM. (left: STM image of TPT SAM measuured at room temperature
in ultrahigh vacuum (U=790 mV, I=40 pA); right: AFM image of TPT CNM measured at
a 93 K in UHV via AFM
tapping mode of operation (am
amplitude set point A = 7.6 nm, center frequency f 0 = 274.8 kHz)). Molecular
arrangements are highlighted by drawings of molecular monomers. (b) Comparison of single-channel water
permeation coefficients of carboon nanotubes, aquaporins and pores in TPT CNMs. Part a is reprinted and adapted
with permission from ref 9. Coppyright (2018) American Chemical Society. Part b is reprinnted with permission from
ref 9. Copyright (2018) American
an Chemical Society.
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The formation of pores proceeds during cross-linking by irradiation with energetic particles,
e.g. electrons. While the spatial separation of adjacent monomers in the pristine SAM is
essentially given by the van der Waals (vdW) dimensions of the monomers, intermolecular
cross-linking, that is, the formation of intermolecular carbon-carbon bonds may lead to a
reduction of the spatial separation of adjacent monomers and thereby to the formation of
(sub-) nanometer-sized voids within the molecular layer[13]. Those voids may be preserved and
act as pores when the cross-linked film is released from the substrate and employed in
molecular separation processes. The molecular structure, rigidity, and dimensions of the pores
is strongly influenced by the choice of the molecular precursors. In particular, the molecules
should be able to form cross-links in two dimensions which is the case for TPT precursors as
they can form independent cross-links via three rotable phenyl rings. The molecular packing
density of the pristine SAM and the ability of the molecular monomers to undergo
reorientations during cross-linking should also play a significant role for the molecular
structure of the membrane and the dimension and areal density of the pores. A thorough
microscopic study as performed for this thesis should provide deeper insight into the
fundamental mechanisms of cross-linking, the structural transformation of the molecular layer
during cross-linking, and the formation of pores.

1.1

Motivation and Thesis Outline

Spectroscopic data has provided deep insight into the molecular mechanisms of crosslinking[13],[14],[53]. However, detailed information about the influence of electron impact on the
scale of molecular phase domains or even on the molecular scale is still lacking. This work aims
to investigate electron irradiation-induced cross-linking by scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM), focusing on structural transformations of the monolayer. For this purpose, TPT SAMs
were employed as model aromatic SAMs. SAMs were cross-linked under ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) conditions (< 10-10 mbar) by delivering distinct intermediate 50 eV (flood-gun) and
1 keV (SEM) electron doses (< 50 mC/cm²) to the surface. Cross-linking of TPT SAMs is
commonly achieved by irradiation with 50-100 eV electrons using a dose of 50 mC/cm².
Within the scope of this thesis, however, a combined STM/SEM system (see section 3.2.3) was
used that allows for acquiring STM data of the same sample location before and after electronirradiation, thus enabling to observe the influence of the electrons on the SAM on the local,
molecular level. The minimum kinetic energy the SEM can provide, however, is 1 keV.
5
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The first research objective of this work is to unravel the initial stage of cross-linking, that is,
the response of the monolayer to electron doses of only 1 % of the value required to obtain a
“fully cross-linked” molecular film. The identification of elementary structural changes, that is,
local modifications of the monolayer that can be ascribed to the impact of single electrons, is
here of particular interest. This may reveal whether or not cross-linking propagates via radical
chain reactions, as previously proposed[14]. Further research objectives are the investigation of
the structural evolution from the pristine SAM to the fully cross-linked molecular film. This
should provide deeper understanding about the formation of CNMs from TPT precursors. In
particular, the observation and characterization of sub-nanometer voids or “pores” may
support previous findings and assumptions about the molecular sieving mechanisms of TPT
CNMs[9].
Chapter 2 provides basics and theoretical considerations about the preparation and
characterization of SAMs and on the present knowledge about the molecular mechanisms of
electron irradiation-induced cross-linking of aromatic SAMs, primarily deduced from
spectroscopic data. Information is given about the effects of cross-linking on the structural,
chemical and electronic properties of aromatic SAMs. The following sections introduce the
main methodologies employed for this thesis to characterize pristine and partially irradiated
SAMs, i.e. STM and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). In particular, preliminary
considerations on the effect of cross-linking on the STM image contrast are made.
Chapter 3 presents the materials and methods employed for this thesis, involving detailed
information about the analytical instruments and the experimental parameters employed, how
the experimental data was processed and how SAMs from TPT precursors on Au(111) were
prepared, cross-linked and characterized.
Chapter 4 presents the XPS and STM data acquired for this thesis covering the structural and
chemical transformation from the pristine TPT SAM to the nearly fully cross-linked film.
SAMs of oligo(phenyl)thiols on Au(111) and their response to 50-100 eV electron irradiation
have already been investigated thoroughly by XPS[15],[13]. The main purpose of employing XPS
for this thesis is to quantify the effect of the electron energy on the structural modification of
the monolayer as monolayers were irradiated with 50 eV and 1 keV electrons (see above). This
makes it possible to compare STM images of monolayer that were irradiated with different
electron energies. The data is presented in the first section. In the following section, STM data
6
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on the characterization of the pristine SAM surfaces that were prepared either in
dimethylformamide (DMF) or from the gas phase under UHV conditions is presented.
Afterwards, STM data on the initial stage of cross-linking is presented. Eventually, the
evolution of the monolayer towards the fully cross-linked state is investigated and the
structural transformation accompanied therewith.
Chapter 5 draws final conclusions of the present study and provides outlook for future
research.

7

2

Basics and Theoretical Considerations

This chapter first focuses on the structure and preparation of self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs) on solid substrates and their structural and chemical conversion into laterally crosslinked, two-dimensional molecular sheets as well as the underlying molecular mechanisms of
cross-linking. The motivation of this thesis, basically the investigation of cross-linking of
aromatic SAMs by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), is formulated in detail. Finally, the
operation principles of the surface analytical methods employed for this thesis, STM and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), are described in detail.

2.1

Self-Assembled Monolayers

SAMs are ultrathin molecular films that form on suitable substrates by adsorption and
subsequent self-organization, that is, by exposing a bare substrate (e.g. metals like Au, Ag, Cu,
Pd, Hg, metal oxides like Al2O3, SnO2, TiO2, SiO2, or ‘functionalized semiconductors’ like
Si−H, or semiconductor surfaces like GaAs, InP) to specific amphiphilic molecular precursors
(e.g. aromatic or aliphatic hydrocarbons with suitable head groups, e.g. −SH, −COOH , −OH,
trichlorosilane) a well-ordered and densely-packed molecular assembly is generated
spontaneously on its surface[16],[17],[18].
The building blocks for SAMs are the precursor molecules (see Figure 2.1 (a)). They can
generally be divided into three parts: (a) the head group (also called anchor group, linking
group or ligand), (b) the spacer (also called backbone), and (c) the functional group (also called
terminal group). The orientation of the molecules with respect to the substrate surface is
typically defined by the tilt angle α, which is the angle between the molecular backbone and the
surface normal direction; the twist angle β which describes the rotation of the molecular
backbone plane with respect to the molecular axis; and the precession angle χ which gives the
tilt direction and is derived from the projection of the inclination plane (defined by the
substrate normal and the axis of the molecular backbone) on the substrate plane[20] (see Figure
2.1 (b)).

The choice of the precursors plays a crucial role for defining the physical, chemical and
interfacial properties of the monolayer/substrate system. The head group mediates the
chemical bond of the precursors to the substrate surface, which is, in particular, of covalent
8
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nature in case of self-asssembled organothiols on gold. The spacers staabilize the molecular
assembly through (intermoolecular) van der Waals (vdW) interactions. Thee final SAM structure
arises from a complex intterplay between the adsorption kinetics and th
he adsorption energy
ΔEads of the molecular pre
recursors, the interchain interaction energy ΔEint
in , and the substrateheadgroup binding energyy ΔEbind[21],[22]. The choice of the spacer also deffines the mechanical,
electrical, thermal, and opptical properties of the SAM, and in particular,
r, the response of the
SAM to ionizing irradiatio
ion (see section 2.2). The macroscopic surface prroperties of the SAM
(e.g. wetting, adhesion, trribology, corrosion resistance, electrochemistry,, and immobilization
of biomolecules[18],[20],[23],[[24]) define its interaction with the (chemical) en
nvironment; they can
be tuned by a suitable ch
hoice of the functional group. SAMs can be inttegrated into organic
electronic devices, such
ch as ultra-sensitive label-free biosensors and SAM/organic
transistors[25],[26]. In this coontext, their ability to tune the work function off m
metal electrodes is of
particular importance[27],[[91]. The use of SAMs for patterning surfaces enlarges
e
the range of
applications to nanolithoography. Due to their monomolecular thickn
ness, SAMs can be
employed as positive and negative tone electron beam resists with ultra-hiigh resolution[48]. All
previously mentioned appplications comprise SAMs on solid supports.. However, aromatic
SAMs can even be laterally
ly cross-linked and transferred as monomolecular
ar thin membranes on
micrometer-sized holes (see
(s below), which provides an innovative techn
nology in the field of
membrane separation[1],[2]],[9].

Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic diaggram depicting a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of alk
lkanethiolates on a metal
substrate. (b) Scheme of a decan
anethiol molecule adsorbed on a solid surface. The orientat
ation of the molecule with
respect to the substrate surface is defined by the tilt angle α, the twist angle β, and the pre
recession angle χ. Part a is
reprinted with permission from
m ref 16. Copyright (2005) American Chemical Society.. Part b is reprinted with
permission from ref [20]. Copyri
right (2010) Royal Society of Chemistry (Great Britain).
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2.1.1 The Langmuir adsorption model
The Langmuir adsorption model[28] explains the kinetics of adsorption on a rather
fundamental level, that is, by assuming that i) the surface of the solid adsorbent is
homogeneous, that is, the adsorption sites are equivalent, ii) the adsorbates occupy the sites
with probability p = 1 (free site) and p = 0 (occupied site), iii) no interaction between the
adsorbates on adjacent sites takes place, and iv) the adsorbate coverage is limited by one
monolayer.
In case of single non-dissociative adsorbates, the adsorption rate rads and desorption rate rdes
are given by
=

=

×

×

×

Equation 2.1
Equation 2.2

. .

where kads and kdes are the adsorption and desorption constants, respectively, pA is the partial
pressure of the adsorbate, cA is the surface adsorbate concentration, and cb.s. is the surface
concentration of the bare adsorbtion sites.
In the equilibrium state, the surface coverage of the adsorbent θA is given by
Ɵ =

!" ∙$%

&'

!" ∙$%

with (

)

=

*+,*,!-

Equation 2.3

where Keq denotes the equilibrium adsorption rate.
If the adsorption rate kads exceeds the desorption rate kdes, that is, Keq > 1, the Langmuir
adsorption isotherm is characterized by a leveling-off behavior of the surface coverage θA. As
previously mentioned, the previous model considers the simplest case of adsorption. It does
not account for the competitive adsorption of different adsorbate species A and B, for the case
of dissociative adsorption, for rough surfaces with inequivalent adsorption sites, for adsorbateadsorbate interactions, or for multilayer adsorption. Extensions of the basic Langmuir model
can be found in the literature[29]. In particular when the monolayer is formed in the liquid
phase, solvent-substrate and solvent-adsorbate interactions need to be taken into account (see
below).
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2.1.2 Vapor Phase Deposition vs. Liquid Phase Deposition
Two preparation methods are commonly used to prepare SAMs on substrates: i) SAMs are
formed by immersing a clean substrate in a dilute solution of molecular precursors or ii) SAMs
are prepared by vapor deposition; typically under UHV conditions. Fundamental aspects
concerning both techniques are described below.
SAM formation by vapor deposition requires sophisticated UHV equipment and may be of
lower throughput compared to the preparation from solution but may yield SAMs of high
purity due to the absence of a solvent and other contamination sources, making them suitable
for spectroscopic or microscopic studies, in particular SPM experiments. However, adequate
vapor pressures are required allowing for thermally evaporating the precursors while avoiding
thermal degradation. This is problematic in particular for long-chain alkanethiols. The
monolayer coverage is typically controlled by the exposure time of the substrate to the
molecular stream. The assembly of thiols on gold from the vapor phase at low coverage
typically involves the formation of one or more low-coverage phases, characterized by an
ordered pattern of molecules lying flat. The growth kinetics may be approximated by simple
first-order Langmuir adsorption kinetics[30]. At higher coverage, that is, when steric
interactions between the precursor molecules become relevant, adsorption becomes more
complicated involving different (intermediate) phases[31],[32],[33]. The final state of selfassembled (aliphatic and aromatic) organothiols on Au(111) is typically characterized by a
densely-packed molecular layer of (nearly) upright-standing molecules, accompanied by a
conversion of the molecules to thiolates via dissociative adsorption and therefore by a
transition from a physisorbed state to a chemisorbed state[16]. The specific ordering of the SAM
is strongly determined by the energetic of the metal-sulfur bonds and the attractive
intermolecular interactions between the molecular spacers via vdW forces and hydrogen
bonding interactions[16].
SAM formation in solution is a rather complex process compared to gas phase formation in
UHV due to additional solvent-substrate and solvent-adsorbate interactions. For this thesis,
TPT SAMs on Au(111) on mica were prepared in a 1 mM solution of TPT in dry, degassed
DMF by immersing the clean gold substrate in the solution for one day at 70 °C (see
section 3.1.3). Another common method to prepare organothiolate-based SAMs is to employ
ethanolic solution of the precursors [16]. The adsorption process of terphenyl-derivatized thiols
11
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was investigated by STM involving different solvents[34]. The most important parameters
influencing the final SAM structure are the nature of the solvent, the concentration of the
solute, the immersion time, and the adsorption temperature. At low coverage, that is,
immediately after adding the substrate to the precursor solution, SAM growth can be described
by Langmuir adsorption (see above)[35]. The precursor adsorption rate is influenced and may
be lowered by interactions between solvent molecules and the substrate surface[16]. The SAM
growth rate is significantly lower at higher coverage (~ 80%) due to the reorientation of the
precursors in order to obtain a densely packed SAM layer with (nearly) upright-standing
monomers, similar to SAM growth from the vapor phase. SAM preparation may therefore
require immersion times up to one day. The fabrication of SAMs from solution is reasonable if
the SAM is subsequently exposed to other liquids, for example biosensor applications[23], water
filtration[9], or wetting studies[36].

2.1.3 Organothiolate-based SAMs at High Surface Coverage
For this thesis, p-terphenylthiol (TPT) SAMs were prepared on Au(111) on mica. TPT
molecules form well-ordered SAMs on noble metal surfaces, such as Au(111)[39],[40],[112] or
Ag(111)[124]. The gold surface is well-suited for the fabrication of SAMs from thiol-containing
precursors. The low chemical activity of the gold surface provides protection against
oxidization and most chemicals but binds thiols with high affinity[19]. The gold surface is easy
to clean via ozone treatment and subsequent rinsing with ethanol. TPT SAMs were prepared
either from dimethylformamide (DMF)-based solution or from the gas phase under ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) conditions. Both preparation methods bring their own advantages and
disadvantages in terms of the ease of fabrication, cleanliness, throughput and the quality and
structure of the monolayer. However, the basic mechanisms underlying the respective
formation processes are similar, but their understanding is complex and requires the
consideration of both kinetic and thermodynamic factors[16].
The molecular ordering of organothiolate-based SAMs (aliphatic and aromatic SAMs) on
Au(111) at high surface coverage is generally dictated strongly by the local (√3 × √3)R30°
overlayer domain structure of atomic sulfur on Au(111)[20],[37] at highest coverage (0.28 ML),
indicating the influence of the interaction between the sulfur anchor groups and the Au(111)
surface on the molecular assembly. This ordering also determines the maximum packing
density of the SAM molecules. Figure 2.2 shows a structural model for the local (√3 × √3)R30°
12
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domains (black circular borders)
b
of sulfur atoms (red circles) on Au(1111) (yellow circles). In
case of atomic sulfur on Au(111), the local (√3 × √3)R30° ordering may further be found
within a (5 × 5) ordered domain
d
structure (black unit cell)[37]. The sulfurr atoms are shown in
equivalent hollow sites on the underlying Au(111) surface.

Figure 2.2: (a) Structural modeel for the (5 × 5) phase at highest surface coverage (0.28 ML)
M of sulfur atoms (red
circles) on Au(111) (yellow circles).
c
The sulfur atoms locally form (√3 × √3)R30° domains
d
(black circular
borders). The sulfur atoms aree shown in equivalent hollow sites on the underlying Au(1111) surface. The unit cell
for the (5 × 5) phase is drawn.. (b) (2√3×√3)R30° structure of TPT SAM on Au(111). T
The unit cell is drawn by
black, dashed lines. (c) (4×n) sttructure with n ~ 8. The unit cell is drawn by black, dashedd lines. Part a is reprinted
and adapted with permission fro
rom ref [37]. Copyright (2007) American Chemical Society. Part
P b and c are reprinted
and adapted with permission froom ref [39]. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.

The complex interplay beetween the anchor group-substrate interactionss and the interactions
between the molecular spaacers generally leads to a secondary ordering off the molecular layer.
Depending on the prepaaration procedure, the molecules can form diifferent supperlattice
structures. TPT SAMs on Au(111) prepared from ethanolic solution at rooom temperature are
typically characterized byy a molecular arrangement in which the monom
mers form a so-called
“zig-zag pattern”. The are
real molecular density and the tilt angle of the monomers,
m
however,
can vary, which typically
lly leads to the coexistence of different phase
se domains, e.g. the
(2√3×√3)R30° structure (see
( Figure 2.2 (b)) with a molecular tilt angle of
o γ ~ 13°[39] and the
(4×n) structure with n ~ 8[39],[40] with a molecular tilt angle of 33-49°[39] (ssee Figure 2.2 (c)). In
this context, an average tililt angle in TPT SAMs on gold of 28° was deduceed from near edge Xray absorption fine struccture (NEXAFS) data[41]. Overlayer structuress of similar packing
densities were further obse
served for 4-biphenyl-derivatized thiols[42].
The geometry of the SAM
M unit cell, its orientation with respect to the substrate
s
surface, the
packing density and thee SAM thickness can generally be assessed by
b microscopic and
spectroscopic methods, e.g.
e. STM, atomic force microscopy (AFM), XPS,, NEXAFS, and lowenergy electron diffraction
n (LEED). However, the relative arrangement off the molecules inside
13
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the unit cell and the respective intramolecular configuration, e.g. the inter-ring twist angle γ
defining the rotation between the phenyl rings in case of oligophenyl-based SAMs, remains
unknown. NEXAFS may provide information on the average tilt angle α of the molecules in
oligophenyl-based SAMs[41],[43] but cannot distinguish between different tilt angles adopted in
different phase domains. The same applies to XPS which allows for estimating the average tilt
angle by determining the thickness of the molecular layer[44], provided that the molecular
length is well-known. Closer insight into the molecular packing motifs of biphenylthiolates on
Au(111) was recently achieved by Verwüster et al. employing density functional theory
(DFT)[21]. The results indicate, among others, that i) neighboring phenyl rings preferentially
adopt a T-shaped arrangement resulting in a herringbone pattern compared to a co-planar
situation (this finding is supported by STM data for TPT SAMs on Au(111)[41]), and that ii) the
molecules are either almost perfectly planar or strongly twisted with γ ≈ 70°-80°.

2.2

Cross-Linking of Aromatic SAMs

Whereas aliphatic SAMs degrade upon electron exposure[45],[46], SAMs from aromatic
precursors are laterally cross-linked and converted into monomolecular sheets with extremely
high thermal stability[13],[47],[6]. Aromatic SAMs can be employed as negative electron resists in
nanolithography applications[48] (but also SAMs from cycloaliphatic precursors have shown
performance as negative electron resist[49]) and as building blocks for the fabrication of
ultrathin (quasi two-dimensional) materials, i.e. carbon nanomembranes (CNMs), providing
an innovative technology in the field of membrane separation[1],[2],[9]. This section focuses on
molecular mechanisms of cross-linking as well as on electron irradiation-induced structural
and chemical modifications of aromatic SAMs.

2.2.1 Molecular Mechanisms
Cross-linking of aromatic SAMs can be achieved by irradiation with electrons[48],[11],[50],[13],
He+ ions[51], or UV light[52]. Both primary electrons (PEs) with kinetic energies of typically 50100 eV and the low-energy secondary electrons (SEs) emitted from the substrate were identified
to contribute to cross-linking[53],[54],[13],[1],[14],[55]. Cross-linking starting with electron
attachment (EA) can be described by the reaction route depicted in Figure 2.3. (a) An incoming
electron of low kinetic energy is attached to a phenyl unit of a SAM molecule to form a
14
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transient negative ion (TNI), that is, the incident electron becomes temporarily trapped in the
vicinity of the target molecule, e.g. the biphenylthiol (BPT). (b) The TNI may decay via a
number of different channels, among which the abstraction of (anionic) hydrogen through the
dissociation of C−H bonds and quenching of the electronically excited C−H* state through
interaction with the induced image dipole at the metal surface are two dominating decay
channels. In the first case, the remaining radicalized carbon center may further react with an
adjacent molecule in forming an intermolecular, covalent carbon-carbon bond; a process
which is accompanied by some significant conformational and orientational molecular
disordering which gives rise to the amorphous molecular structure of the monolayer at the
final stage of cross-linking.

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of cross-linking in biphenylthiol-based SAMs, involving (a) electron
attachment to phenyl units, (b) dissociation of C−H bonds, and (c) formation of intermolecular covalent carboncarbon bonds. Reprinted from ref [1]. Copyright (2017) Walter De Gruyter GmbH.

Low-energy (< 10 eV) electron-induced cross-linking of TPT SAMs on Au(111) was
investigated by Amiaud et al. employing high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
(HREELS)[14]. The excitation function of the energy loss at 378 meV, attributed to the
ν(C−H)ph stretching mode, exhibits a maximum at 6.0 ± 1.5 eV. Based on the observed
aromaticity loss of 47-53 % upon 6 eV electron exposure with a dose of 50 electrons per
monomer, a radical chain reaction mechanism going along with aromaticity loss was proposed.
This mechanism is schematically shown in Figure 2.4. Individual chain reactions are initiated
by EA at 6 eV. The resulting TNIs decay either via electronic rearrangement (without hydrogen
loss), leading to the creation of a negatively charged carbon centre next to a radical carbon
centre (route A), or via dissociative electron attachment (DEA) process going along with the
release of an hydrogen ion and the creation of a radicalized carbon center (route B). Therefore,
15
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the first radical is created upon EA. The chain reaction propagates as the radicalized phenyl
rings are free to react with adjacent phenyl rings, generating new radicals which in turn
generate new radicals and so on. Every involved monomer is subject to rehybridization of two
carbon centers from sp² to sp³. The efficiency of the propagation processes is thereby increased
by the freedom of the radicalized carbon centers to propagate along the respective phenyl rings.
Potential mechanisms leading to the termination of those two-dimensional chain reactions
were not addressed. Based on the observed loss of aromaticity, which was attributed to the
electron irradiation-induced formation of sp³-hybridized C−Hx groups, a reactive EA crosssection of 1.2 × 10-16 cm² was estimated. A partial loss of aromaticity was also observed
previously in NEXAFS data for 50 eV electron-irradiated BPT SAMs[13]. However, HREELS
data indicates that exposure of TPT SAMs on Au(111) with 50 eV PEs is not accompanied by
aromaticity loss[53]. Note that the proposed chain reactions propagate without hydrogen loss.
However, cross-linking is accompanied by hydrogen loss[53],[48] and an effective cross-section
for hydrogen loss of σH-loss = 2.7–4.7 × 10-17 cm² was calculated[53]. Electron impact ionization
was identified to be the major mechanism leading to the loss of hydrogen, with impact
electronic excitation contributing only marginally. Reactive processes induced by the lowenergy SEs seem to contribute to hydrogen loss with a cross-section estimated as one order of
magnitude smaller.
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[14]

Figure 2.4: Mechanism for ele
lectron-induced cross-linking of TPT SAM, proposed byy Amiaud et al. . Upon
electron attachment at 6 eV, the
he transition negative ion decays via electronic rearrangement (route A), leading to
the creation of a negatively chaarged carbon centre next to a radical carbon centre, or via
ia DEA process (route B),
accompanied by the release of an
a hydrogen ion. Both routes lead to the formation of a raadical carbon centre, thus
initiating the radical chain reacction. As the radical carbon centers can propagate along thhe respective phenyl ring,
the propagation can proceed until being terminated (the termination mechanism iis not addressed in this
publication). Note that the chaain reaction mechanism is accompanied by a partial loss of
o aromaticity due to the
2
3
partial rehybridization of the caarbon centers from sp to sp . Reprinted and adapted withh permission from ref [14].
Copyright (2013) Royal Society of
o Chemistry.

Furthermore, it was foun
nd by Tai et al. employing NEXAFS using partial
p
electron yield
acquisition mode[56] that dehydrogenation predominantly occurs close to
t the SAM-ambient
interface, far away from
m the metal substrate. This is explained byy quenching of the
electronically excited C–H
H* state through interaction with the induced image dipole at the
metal surface. With incrreasing separation from the metal surface, the
th efficiency of the
dehydrogenation process is
i significantly enhanced.

2.2.2 Modification off the Sulfur-Gold Interface
XPS data indicates that th
he exposure of aromatic thiol-derived SAMs on Au(111) with 50 eV
electrons causes a partiall cleavage of S−Au bonds[15],[13], accompanied by the formation of a
new sulfur species (nSs) that
th can be assigned to organosulfides (R–S–R), organodisulfides
o
(R–
S–S–R), thiols (R–S–H) or
o thiolate dimers (RS−Au−SR) [13]. The ratio beetween the nSs signal
and the RS−Au signal waas found to increase gradually with increasingg electron dose until
saturation at ~0.7 at a dose
se of ~50 mC/cm². Angular-resolved XPS measurrements indicate that
17
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the nSs may be incorporated into the carbonaceous matrix. S−Au bond cleavage may be slowed
by cross-linking of the aromatic network[13]. For TPT SAM on Au(111), the cross-section of
the S−Au bonds to undergo bond cleavage upon 50 eV electron exposure amounts to
1.7 ± 0.3 × 10-17 cm², as derived from XPS data[15].

2.2.3 Structural and Chemical Modifications upon Cross-Linking
The progressive broadening of the C1s XP signal indicates both the reduction of the molecular
conformational and orientational order of the monolayer and the modification of the
electronic structure of the carbon centers upon electron exposure[13],[57]. The reduction of the
long-range molecular order upon electron exposure was further verified on the molecular level
for BPT SAMs on Cu(111) employing STM and LEED[58]. NEXAFS measurements further
indicate an increased downward tilting of BPT molecules on Au(111) upon cross-linking, with
tilt angles of ~31° (pristine SAM) and ~41° (after cross-linking). Earlier studies have shown
that the irradiation of biphenyl-based aromatic SAMs with electrons may lead to a marginal
desorption of carbonaceous material, hence leaving the carbon content mostly
preserved[59],[48],[54]. For TPT on Au(111), the irradiation with electrons (100 eV, 60mC/cm²)
led to a reduction of the carbon content by 4%[11], as seen from the intensities of the XPS C 1s
and Au 4f photoelectron signals. HREELS measurements have shown[53] that the carbon
content is conserved upon 50 eV electron irradiation up to a dose of 9.5 mC/cm², within the
restriction of accounting for a carbon content variation of a few percent. Moreover, ring
opening accompanied by the formation of aliphatic C=C bonds could not be excluded. Beside
lateral cross-linking, electron exposure may affect the monolayer-ambient interface[60].

2.2.4 Formation of Molecular-Dimension Pores
More recently, the morphology of a cross-linked TPT monolayer (100 eV, 50 mC/cm²) on
Au(111) was characterized by AFM[9], revealing its amorphous and porous molecular structure
by indicating the presence of “nano-voids”. The void diameter is estimated to an upper limit of
0.7 ± 0.2 nm. The presence of molecular-dimension pores may explain the capability of CNMs
made from TPT precursors to filtrate water molecules and helium atoms[9]. The measured pore
size is supported by an estimation of pore sizes from classical flow models[9]. Understanding
the membrane molecular structure is of particular interest in order to tune their filtration
properties.
18
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Figure 2.5: (a) AFM image off a TPT CNM measured at 93 K under UHV conditions.. (b) Drawing of the pore
marked in (a) by Chemdraw software
s
(PerkinElmer Informatics). Reprinted and adaptted with permission from
ref [9]. Copyright (2018) Americ
ican Chemical Society.

2.2.5 Density Functioonal Theory Modeling
Computational modeling of cross-linking is, due to its high complexityy, a challenging task.
Numerous parameters aree to be taken into account, involving the dynam
mics of the hydrogen
abstraction process and the resulting change of the intermolecularr interaction forces,
molecular reorientationss during cross-linking, the energetics of thee adsorbate-substrate
interface, etc. A first-princciples investigation of cross-linking within the fraamework of DFT was
performed by Cabrera-SSanfelix et al.[61], considering densely-packed BPT molecules on
Au(111) as a representativ
ive system. The calculations indicate the presencce of “graphene-like”
nanoflakes after full dehyydrogenation and subsequent relaxation, conssisting of four fullydehydrogenated BPT mole
lecules each. Those nanoflakes may constitute buuilding blocks for the
molecular structure of the
th real cross-linked monolayer. A bottleneckk of this simulation,
however, constitutes the simultaneously
s
triggered abstraction of all H-attoms which does not
occur in real samples. How
wever, the formation of a two-dimensional moleccular network should
require the linkage betweeen respective upper or lower phenyl rings of adjaccent molecules[13].
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Figure 2.6: (a) pristine BPT SAM
M adsorbed on Au(111). Inset: side view of the surface uniit cell area. (b) Optimized
geometry after dehydrogenatioon of the molecules. Inset: side view of one carbon nan
noflake. Sulfur atoms are
partially separated from the Auu surface. Reprinted and adapted with permission from ref
r [61]. Copyright (2010)
Royal Society of Chemistry (Grea
eat Britain).

2.3

Scanning Tunneeling Microscopy

The development of the STM
S
by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer at IBM
IB Zürich Research
Laboratory in 1981 paved the way, for the first time ever, to real-space imag
aging of solid surfaces
with atomic resolution. Prior
P
to publishing their work in scanning surf
rfaces by a tunneling
current[62], G. Binnig an
nd H. Rohrer reported the first successful tuunneling experiment
verifying the exponentiall dependence of the tunneling resistance on th
he width of the gap,
together with Christoph Gerber
G
and Edmund Weibel[63]. The impact off the STM on surface
science was recognized quuickly by the scientific community. At that time, a large worldwide
interest focused on the Si(
i(111) surface 7x7 reconstruction as silicon wass and is an important
material in the computerr industry. The STM with its unprecedented lateeral resolution solved
the riddle of this surface reconstruction
r
in 1983[62]. Later on, STM contrib
ibuted significantly to
the experimental confirmaation of quantum mechanics by visualizing quan
antum corrals[64]. The
achievement of G. Binnig and H. Rohrer in the development of the STM was
w honored with the
Nobel Prize in Physics in 1986.
1
Since the success of the STM, numerous SPM
S
techniques with
individual assets and draw
wbacks have been developed, e.g. spin-polarizedd scanning tunneling
microscopy enabling the investigation of atomic-scale magnetism, AFM
M to perform force
measurements, topographhic imaging and manipulation, or kelvin proobe force microscopy
(KPFM) enabling the obse
servation of the work function of surfaces with atomic or molecular
resolution. These techniquues are only a very small part of the growing SP
PM family constantly
opening new doors to nan
notechnology.
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2.3.1 Topographic Imaging in STM
The operating principle of STM contrasts significantly with related microscopic techniques, i.e.
optical or electron microscopy. Instead of a complex lens system which is supposed to guide a
beam of light or electrons interacting with the sample surface, a metallic tip of atomic
sharpness is used as a pointed measuring probe and brought in tunneling contact with a
conducting sample (see Figure 2.7). The separation between tip and sample surface d is typically
only a few Ångström units. Applying a voltage UT between tip and sample generates a
tunneling current IT. By employing piezoelectric actuators (one or more, depending on the
construction of the STM) and a measuring and control system, the tip is scanned over the
sample surface (x,y) while the tunneling current is monitored and used as a highly distancesensitive measurement signal. When the STM is operated in the constant-current mode, an
integrated feedback loop maintains IT constant by controlling d; more specifically, the voltage
applied to the respective piezo actuator. This technique allows for generating a threedimensional map z(x,y) of the surface with molecular or even atomic resolution.

Figure 2.7: Operation principle of scanning tunneling microscopy. A metallic tip of atomic sharpness is used as a
measuring probe and brought into tunneling contact. The application of a voltage between tip and sample surface
results in a tunneling current being used as measurement and reference signal during image acquisition. The tip is
scanned over the sample surface by piezoelectric actuators. In the constant-current mode, the tunneling current is
kept constant by controlling the distance between tip and surface, thus enabling the acquisition of threedimensional surface maps. Reprinted from ref [65].

The principle of operation of the STM is based on the quantum mechanical tunneling effect.
Therefore, the following section focuses on the simplest case of electron tunneling, that is,
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elastic electron tunneling in one dimension. This approximation already explains the extreme
sensitivity of the tunneling current to the width of the potential barrier.

2.3.2 Elastic Tunneling in One Dimension
Elastic tunneling of a single electron with kinetic energy E0 and wave vector k0 through a onedimensional rectangular potential barrier of height V0 and width Δz is the most fundamental
approach for the theoretical description of tunneling phenomena (see Figure 2.8). The wave
nature of microscopic particles, commonly known as wave-particle dualism, was first
postulated by Louis de Broglie in 1923[66] and later formulated mathematically by Erwin
Schrödinger[67] in his popular Schrödinger Equation(s). The wave nature of electrons allows
them to traverse potential barriers which are impenetratable from the classical point of view.
The overall wave function of the electron is derived from solving the time-independent
Schrödinger equations for the three regions (j=I,II,III) and by matching the ψj and their first
derivatives dψj/dz at the discontinuities of the potential V(z). A thorough theoretical
background of numerous tunneling processes, including a detailed mathematical description
of the present subject can be found in ref [68]. In the wave model of the electron, the incident
electron wave ψinc is split up into a transmitted part of lower amplitude, ψtrans with wave vector
ktrans, and a reflected part (not shown), while the electron energy is being preserved during the
(elastic) tunneling process. From the classical point of view, the transmitted part of the electron
wave function equals zero. It is to be noted that particles in quantum mechanics are described
by wave packets but, for clarification, a sinusoidal electron wave is shown in Figure 2.8. In the
particle model of the electron, the electron passes the barrier with a certain transmission
probability, which is expressed by the transmission coefficient T. For a strongly attenuating
barrier (κ × Δz >> 1), T shows the following dependency:
. ∝ exp −23 × Δ5

with decay rate

3 = 627(9: − ;: )⁄ℏ,

Equation 2.4

where ℏ is the Planck constant, m is the electron mass, and V0 - E0 is the effective barrier height.
The same result for the transmission coefficient T was also found by Bardeen in 1961 for metalinsulator-metal tunneling junctions by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation with
approximate solutions of the exact Hamiltonian and by using Fermi’s ‘golden rule’ of firstorder time-dependent perturbation theory[69]. Equation 2.4 reveals the strong sensitivity of the
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transmission coefficient T to the barrier width Δz . In typical tunneling exxperiments involving
planar metal-insulator-meetal junctions, the effective barrier height amoun
nts to several eV and
the barrier width Δz is on the order of Ångström units. Changing the barri
rier width by 1 Å may
result in a change of the transmission
t
coefficient T by one order of magn
nitude, providing the
metrological basis for the
he development of the STM. The gap width, that
t
is, the distance
between the front end of the
t tip apex and the sample surface, is precisely ccontrolled by a piezo
actuator and the tunnelin
ng current is employed as controlled variable wh
hich is held constant
during the scan.

Figure 2.8: Elastic tunneling thhrough a one-dimensional rectangular potential barrier (green).
(g
The overall wave
function (red) of the incident ellectron represents the solution of the time-independent Sch
chrödinger equation.

2.3.3 Elastic Tunnelin
ng in Planar Metal-Insulator-Metal Junction
ns
When a small bias voltagee U is applied between two metal electrodes separrated by an insulating
barrier, the Fermi energies
es EF,i are shifted by ΔE = eU with respect to eachh other and electrons
can tunnel from an occuupied state of the negatively biased electrode through
th
the potential
barrier generated by the insulator into a free state of the opposite elecctrode. As a result, a
tunneling current I can be
b measured. Figure 2.9 shows the potential diaggrams of a tunneling
junction where electrode 1 with work function Φ1 is biased negatively with
w respect to Φ2 of
electrode 2 (a), or electrodde 1 is biased positively with respect to electrodde 2 (b). The electron
tunneling from an occupie
ied state of the first electrode into an unoccupied
ed state of the second
electrode is shown in red.. The insulating barrier is treated as a vacuum barrrier and the effect of
an image potential is negle
lected. The trapezoidal shape of the tunneling baarrier (green) in each
case is defined by both thee applied bias voltage U and, in case of two differ
erent metals, from the
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difference in the respectiv
ive work functions Φ1 and Φ2. The exponentiaal dependency of the
transmission coefficient T on the effective barrier height (see Equation 2.44) is valid in general,
independent on the shapee of the barrier and therefore, electrons near thee Fermi energy of the
negatively biased electrodde tunnel most effectively (indicated by blue, horizontal
h
arrows) as
they experience the loweest energy barrier. For completeness, the denssity of states (DOS)
characterizing the metal electrodes are highlighted for the right electroode by a brown line
profile. For the theoreticall treatment of STM experiments, the influence off the tip DOS and the
sample local density of stattes (LDOS) was considered by Tersoff and Hamaann (see below).

Figure 2.9: Tunneling barrier (green) between two metal electrodes 1 and 2 with woork functions Φ1 and Φ2
separated by a vacuum gap of widdth Δz. The electron tunneling from an occupied electron
nic state of the negatively
biased electrode into an unocccupied electronic state of the opposite electrode is shown
n in red. The horizontal
arrows indicate that electrons with high kinetic energies tunnel through the barrier most effectively. The DOS
characterizing the metal electroodes (brown line profile) are exemplarily depicted for elect
ctrode 2. (a) Electrode 1 is
biased negatively with respect to electrode 2. (b) Electrode 1 is biased positively with respeect to electrode 2.

In practice, the shape of th
he tunneling barrier is influenced by the electrodee work functions, the
material of the insulating barrier and the interaction of the tunneling elecctrons with the metal
surfaces described by the image
i
potential[68], leading to potential barriers with
w shapes that may
deviate from a simple trappezoidal shape. One-dimensional potential barrie
iers of arbitrary shape
[
were treated theoreticallyy by Wentzel, Kramers, and Brillouin in 1926[70],[71],[72]
. The WKB

approximation constitutees a semiclassical approach in the limit ℏ → 0 and provides an
approximate solution for the
t one-dimensional time-independent Schrödin
inger equation in case
of a potential barrier V(z
(z) with insignificant z-dependency on the scaale of the de Broglie
wavelength λ of the electtron. For this, the tunneling barrier is decompposed in many thin
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barriers of rectangular sha
hape and width dz (see Figure 2.10). If the effect
ctive potential barrier
height is not too small (E0 << V), the transmission coefficient T(E) is expreessed as
.(;) = exp ?−2 @A

BBC B

H5 ∙ 3(5)L

with

3(5) = 627(9(5) − ;)⁄ℏ

Equation 2.5

Both Equation 2.4 and Eqquation 2.5 indicate that electrons with high kin
inetic energies tunnel
through the barrier most effectively.
e

Figure 2.10: Decomposition of the arbitrarily shaped effective potential barrier (blackk line) for the tunneling
electron (red) into rectangular barriers
b
(green).

Elastic tunneling in plan
nar metal-insulator-metal junctions (in thermal equilibrium) was
treated theoretically by Sim
immons in 1963[73]. The calculations involve similar metal electrodes
with free-electron behavi
vior. By employing the WKB approximation (see above) and by
introducing a mean poten
ntial barrier height above the Fermi level EF1 of tthe negatively biased
electrode, DE = ∆G& @G&GJ H5I ∙ D((5I ) with ∆5 = 5J − 5& , the following expression
n for the tunneling
current density J was deriv
ived for bias voltages U << DE/N at zero temperaturre:
K∝

E
6D
O5

∙ P ∙ NQ (−2 ∙

E
627D
ℏ

∙ O5)

Equation 2.6

The linear dependency off J on the gap voltage U indicates Ohmic behavioor at low bias. Similar
to the previous equations,, an exponential dependency of J on the gap widtth ∆5 is found, as well
as on the square root of the
he mean tunneling barrier height.
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2.3.4 Tunneling in STM
The major difference between planar tunneling junctions and STM tunneling junctions is the
pointed shape of the STM scanning probe which allows for acquiring images with
extraordinarily high lateral resolution. Already Equation 2.4 indicates that the tunneling
current I majorly originates from the very front end of the scanning probe. This is a
fundamental property of tunneling contacts. Thus, the origin of the tunneling current can be
localized on the sample surface (x,y) in an extremely precise manner. However, the threedimensional shape of the scanning probe makes the mathematical derivation of the tunneling
current more complex. Moreover, in practice typically neither the atomic structure of the tip
very near the sample surface nor the tip wave functions contributing to the tunneling process
are known. In conventional STM experiments, the tip is typically subject to recurring
modifications during the scan, making its exact characterization prior to experiments not
practicable. In 1961, Bardeen derived the following expression for the tunneling current I in
first-order time-dependent perturbation theory[69]:
R=

2SN
T?U(;V ) − U(; + NP)L ∙ |YV |J ∙ ẟ(; − ;V )
ℏ
V,

Equation 2.7

where f(E) is the Fermi function, U the bias voltage, Mts is the tunneling matrix element
between the unperturbed electronic states ψt of the tip and ψs of the sample surface, and Et and
Es are the energies of the states ψt and ψs in the absence of tunneling.
In this formalism, the matrix element Mts is given by
YV = −

ℏ²
\ H] ∙ (^V∗ ∇^a − ^a ∇^V∗ )
27

Equation 2.8

where the integral is to be evaluated over a random surface separating the STM tip and the
sample surface.
As the wave functions of tip and sample surface are typically unknown, further theoretical
treatment requires the assumption of a model wave function. Tersoff and Hamann (1983,
1985) assumed the very front part of the tip to be of spherical geometry with effective radius R
(see Figure 2.11)[74],[75]. The strong dependency of the tunneling current on the width of the
potential barrier (see Equation 2.6), that is, an increase of the barrier width by one Ångström
may lead to a decrease of the tunneling current by one order of magnitude, makes it reasonable
to assume that the major part of the tunneling current results from the very front part of the tip
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and that the overall tip geometry can be neglected. Therefore, assuming spherical tip geometry
of radius of curvature R, with its center of curvature at r0, is reasonable (see Figure 2.11). The
distance between the front end part of the tip and the sample surface is d. Tersoff and Hamann
modeled the tip by an s-type wave function, neglecting all contributions from tip wave
functions with angular dependence with orbital number l ≠ 0.

Figure 2.11: Schematic illustration of the tunneling geometry. The tip geometry is assumed locally spherical with
radius of curvature R and center of curvature at r0. The distance between the front end of the tip and the sample
surface (shaded) is d. Reprinted with permission from ref [74]. Copyright (1998) American Physical Society.

In the limit of low temperature T and small applied bias voltage U, the following dependency of
the tunneling current was obtained:
R ∝ P ∙ exp (23b) ∙

V (;c ) ∙

d (;c , e: )

Equation 2.9

where nt(EF) is the density of states of the tip at the Fermi level, ns(EF,r0) the LDOS of the
sample surface at the Fermi level evaluated at the center of curvature r0 of the tip, and
κ = 2mΦ/ℏ is the decay rate where Φ is the effective local potential barrier height.
Following the formalism by Tersoff and Hamann, the STM tunnel junction shows ohmic
behavior at low bias (if r0 = constant). The influence of the electronic structure of the scanning
probe can be neglected. The proportionality of the tunneling current to the LDOS of the
sample surface implies that the STM images, if acquired in constant current operating mode,
reflect contour maps of constant surface LDOS at the Fermi level, evaluated at the center of
curvature r0 of the tip. For metals with a simple electronic structure, this contour map
approximates the actual sample topography. However, Equation 2.9 is only valid at low bias
voltage and in case that only one s-type wave function and no tip wave functions with angular
dependence (l = 1,2, …) contribute to the tunneling current. A finite bias voltage may lead to a
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distortion of the tip and sample surface wave functions ψt and ψs as well as to a distortion of
the respective energy eigenvalues Et and Es[76]. In a first approximation, that is, by using the
undistorted (zero-voltage) tip and sample surface wave functions and energy eigenvalues, by
neglecting image potential effects and the influence of the electrodes’ band structure on the
tunneling probability, the tunneling current can be expressed as
h

R ∝ \ H; ∙
:

V (∓;

± NP) ∙

(;) ∙ .(;, NP)

Equation 2.10

with transmission coefficient
Jjk!ll

.(;, NP) = NQ ?−2(H + b)3L with 3 = i

and D mm =

kn 'kJ

+

h

J

ℏ²

Equation 2.11

−;

where D mm is the reduced effective barrier height. Depending on the polarity of the bias voltage,
electrons can tunnel from occupied electronic states of one electrode (tip or sample) into

unoccupied electronic states of the opposite electrode. The energy-dependency of the decay
rate κ is a result of the WKB approximation. The exponential dependency of the transmission
coefficient T is in agreement with Equation 2.4, Equation 2.5 and Equation 2.6 and results from
the fact that the LDOS of the sample surface at the Fermi level, ns(EF), decay exponentially in
the z direction normal to the surface towards the vacuum ambient:
d (;c , 5)

∝ exp (−235)

Equation 2.12

The effective lateral resolution of the STM was estimated geometrically by Tersoff and
Hamann[74],[75] under consideration of the exponential dependency of the transmission
coefficient (see Equation 2.11) a spherical model tip of radius R (see Figure 2.11) to

o

mm

b+H
= 1.66 ∙ q
3

Equation 2.13

Assuming a tip-sample distance of R + d = 1 nm and a sample work function Φ of 5 eV, the
lateral resolution is about 4-5 Å. This relation indicates that Leff is defined by the gap width d in
case of a sharp tip (R << d) and by the radius of curvature R in case of rather blunt tips
(R >> d). However, geometrically approximating the STM lateral resolution is only reasonable
for larger surface corrugations such as the reconstruction of metal surfaces, e.g. Au(100) 5×1
and Au(110) 2×1 with surface periodicities of ~14 Å and 8.2 Å, respectively.
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Wiesendanger et al. have shown[77] that the resolution of the STM can be significantly higher
than predicted within the s-wave tip model by measuring the atomic surface structure of
Au(111) exhibiting corrugations < 3 Å. Understanding the underlying mechanism requires a
more detailed modeling of the STM tip. Chen[78],[79] found that the atomic orbital at the front
end of the tip has strong impact on whether atomic corrugations can be resolved or not. In
particular, the experimentally observed atomic corrugation of Al(111) is explained by
assuming a dz² tip state, whereas an s tip state would only provide LDOS contrast without
atomic resolution. In particular, tungsten STM tips are predominantly characterized by pz and
dz² states at the tip apex[78],[80]. Tunneling through electronic tip states with angular dependency
is described by the ‘derivative rule’ developed by Chen[80]. Following Chen’s formalism, the
tunneling matrix element M for pz and dz² tip states are proportional to the respective z
derivatives of the surface atom wave functions ∂ψ⁄∂z and ∂²ψ⁄∂z², evaluated at the center r0 of
the tip apex. Therefore, the observed corrugations in constant-current STM images involving
tip states with angular momentum (l = 1, 2, …) generally do not represent contour maps of
constant LDOS at EF of the sample surface, as derived from the calculations of Tersoff and
Hamann for s-type tip states, but contour maps of constant conductance distribution σ(r) = σ0.
It is clarified by the ‘reciprocity principle’ in STM by Chen[78] that the STM tip apex generally
does not image the actual electronic structure of the sample surface. If the tip state and the
sample surface states are of different angular momentum, interchanging the tip and sample
surface states would not affect the contours of constant conductance σ(r) = σ0 and therefore
lead to similar patterns in constant-current STM images (see Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.12: Schematic illustration demonstrating the ‘reciprocity principle’ by Chen. Interchanging the tip and
sample surface states would yield a similar contour pattern. Reprinted from ref [81].

The contribution of non-s-type tip states can explain the unexpectedly high atomic corrugation
amplitude on the Au(111) surface observed by Hallmark et al.[82] which is about two orders of
magnitude higher than predicted by the theory of Tersoff and Hamann by assuming an s-type
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tip state. Recent studies have demonstrated the possibility to reproducibly probe and select
different d–orbitals of a single crystalline tungsten tip in a controlled manner[83] (see Figure
2.13).

This was performed by employing the localized carbon orbitals of the HOPG surface

atoms. The experimental results, being supported by DFT calculations, demonstrate the
capability of the STM to achieve sub-ångström lateral resolution (at zero temperature), thereby
breaking through the resolution limit proposed by Tersoff and Hamann.

Figure 2.13: Schematic view of a W(001) tip with the d3z²-r² (left), dxz,yz (center), or dx²-y² (right) orbital at the apex
above the graphite surface. (b)-(d) Pseudo 3D images of the atomic features measured with W(001) tips and
predominant contribution of the displayed tip orbitals. Reprinted with permission from ref [83]. Copyright (2010)
Europhysics Letters.

2.3.5 Preliminary Considerations on the Effect of Cross-linking on the STM
Image Contrast
To specify the origin of the STM image contrast of isolated adsorbates or even adsorbate layers
on metallic surfaces is a complex issue. STM does not simply measure the topography on a
sample surface. Instead, manifold parameters influence the image contrast, e.g. the nature of
the scanning probe frontal atomic orbital, the modulation of the sample work function by
polarizable molecular adsorbates, the electronic structure of the adsorbates; in particular which
electronic states predominantly contribute to the image contrast, the local electronic properties
of the sample surface (LDOS), the tip-surface separation, mechanical and electrostatic tipsurface interactions, the applied bias voltage, etc. The electronic structure of adsorbates may
further be altered by changes in molecular conformation and packing[84]. In particular,
adsorbates can appear as peaks or valleys or even be completely invisible, depending on the
applied bias voltage and on whether their presence increases or decreases the LDOS of the
sample surface[85],[86]. “For the imaging of adsorbates with the STM, it is not correct to say that
the microscope images the adsorbate, or that it images the adsorbate perturbed by its
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interaction with the substrate. The microscope in fact probes the adsorbate and the substrate,
both perturbed by their mutual interaction” (see: Sautet 1997, p.1115)[87].
The accurate interpretation of STM images which show partially cross-linked TPT monolayers
on Au(111) therefore requires a prior discussion of how the appearance of cross-linked
monolayer areas in (constant-current) STM images may differ from pristine ones; more
specifically, how cross-linking may affect the STM image contrast. For this it is reasonable to
consider the findings in previous studies on how cross-linking affects the charge transport and
the electronic transport properties through the molecular layer. In this context, the relative
contributions of cross-linking of the carbonaceous matrix and the modification of the S−Au
interface to the (constant-current) STM image contrast should be discussed and, in particular,
if both kind of modifications can be distinguished in the STM images. Cross-linking of SAMs
made from oligophenyl derivatives significantly affects the charge transport through the
monolayers. Penner et al.[88] investigated the charge transport through molecular junctions
incorporating pristine and cross-linked SAMs (100 eV, 50 mC/cm²) of oligophenylthiols of
different

molecular

length

(phenylthiol,

biphenylthiol,

p-terphenylthiol,

and

p-quaterphenylthiol), employing an eutectic Ga-In (EGaIn) top electrode and the
Au(111)/mica substrate as bottom electrode. It was found that the tunneling junction
incorporating the cross-linked layer is characterized by an increase of the (low-bias) tunneling
resistance R upon cross-linking by 1-2 orders of magnitude (also observed by Yildirim et al.[89])
which could be accounted for by the enhanced tunneling barrier at the Au/monolayer interface
and the partial loss of aromaticity compared to the pristine monolayer. This indicates that
locally cross-linked spots in the monolayer appear as depressions in STM images (see Figure
2.14).

This hypothesis is supported by Zhang et al.[90] employing conductive probe atomic force

microscopy (CP-AFM) yielding current images acquired at a bias voltage of 100 mV of a
patterned monolayer consisting of pristine and cross-linked 4′-nitro-1,1′-biphenyl-4-thiol
(NBPT) monolayer areas (patterned by shadow mask in close proximity to the monolayer
during electron irradiation), revealing that the tunneling current is decreased in the crosslinked areas.
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Figure 2.14: Expected appearan
nce of locally cross-linked spots within the TPT layer in ST
TM images. Cross-linked
areas are expected to appear ass depressions in STM images, due to the strong increase off the tunneling resistance
R upon cross-linking (see text for
f details). Structural disordering upon cross-linking mig
ight be accompanied by a
loss of molecular resolution, as
a indicated by the black line representing the STM tipp trajectory. The relative
contributions of the modificatio
ion of the carbonaceous matrix and the modification of thee sulfur-gold-interface are
discussed in the text.

More precisely, Penner ett al. have shown that the contact resistance R0 as
a extracted from the
intercept from R-d-curvess (R: low-bias (±0.1 V) tunneling resistance, d: monolayer
m
thickness)
increases by 1-2 orders of magnitude which is accounted for by a modified interfacial
electronic structure at the
t
monolayer/Au interface. This observatioon is supported by
Yildirim et al.[89] showingg that cross-linking (50 eV, 40 mC/cm²) leads to an increase of the
work function by ~ 200 meV which could be a result of the partial cleavagge of the S−Au bonds
after cross-linking and is expected
e
to cause an increase of the tunneling baarrier. In this context
it is known that the interfface dipole of SAMs can be used to tune metal work
w
functions[91],[92].
Charge transfer between the
th adsorbates and the substrate surface may leadd to the formation of
an electric dipole layer an
nd therefore to a modification of the work fun
nction. It is therefore
expected that the modificaation of the S/Au interface upon cross-linking coontributes strongly to
the STM image contrast.
The dependency of R on the molecular length was quantified by Penneer et al. by using the
relation R ∝ R0 × exp(βRd),
d where βR denotes the decay constant. βR does not change
significantly upon cross--linking, yielding values of 0.50 ± 0.05 Å-1 for
fo the pristine and

0.53 ± 0.05 Å-1 for the cross-linked monolayer, indicating that crross-linking of the
carbonaceous matrix contr
tributes only marginally to the STM image contra
rast. Moreover, due to
the relatively low bias volltages employed in the experiments for this theesis (|U| < 1.2 V), no
molecular levels should mediate the tunneling current directly in terms off resonant tunneling.
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The energy gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) for the pristine TPT film was determined by
Kong et al.[93] using DFT calculations, yielding a value of 4.1 eV (4.4 eV was specified by
Houplin et al.[94]). The energy of the LUMO orbital is 2.1 eV above the Fermi level. Schematic
energy diagrams for the respective tunneling situations are shown in Figure 2.15. The calculated
ground state molecular orbital energies and their positions are shown (brown, horizontal
lines). For high bias voltages with respect to the LUMO (a), resonant tunneling is to be
considered. For low bias voltages (b), no molecular orbitals should contribute to the tunneling
current directly. However, a reduction of the HOMO-LUMO gap upon cross-linking may
occur. It was shown in case of [1,1’;4’,1’’-terphenyl]-4,4’’-dimethanethiol SAMs on Au that
electron irradiation (50 eV, 54 mC/cm²) results in a reduction of the HOMO-LUMO gap from
6.8 eV to 5.9 eV[95]. For TPT SAMs, this may lead to the contribution of additional tails of
molecular orbital resonances to the STM image contrast through resonant tunneling and
therefore, cross-linked areas within the molecular layer should appear brighter compared to
the pristine areas. Moreover, taking into account the decrease in aromaticity, more broadened
molecular orbitals are expected[88].
In conclusion, locally cross-linked spots within the TPT layer should appear as depressions in
constant-current STM images, due to the strong increase of the tunneling resistance R upon
cross-linking. As the increase of R is primarily caused by the increase of the contact resistance
R0, it is further expected that the major contribution to the STM image contrast results from
the modification of the S−Au interface. Cross-linking of the carbonaceous matrix, however, is
expected to contribute only marginally to the contrast as the decay constant. βR does not
change significantly after cross-linking. Though the reduction of the HOMO-LUMO gap
might lead to the contribution of additional tails of molecular orbital resonances to the
tunneling current, the strong increase of the tunneling resistance R upon cross-linking strongly
indicates that locally cross-linked spots within the TPT layer appear as depressions in STM
images.
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Figure 2.15: Schematic energyy diagrams for a TPT SAM on Au(111) measured by STM
M. The calculated (DFT)
ground state molecular orbitall energies
e
(brown, horizontal lines) and their positions werre obtained from Kong et
[93]
al. . (a) The applied bias volta
tage is high enough to allow for resonant tunneling througgh the LUMO. (b) Due to
the low bias voltages applied in the experiments of this thesis, no resonant tunneling throough molecular orbitals is
expected. However, the contribbution of additional tails of molecular orbital resonances too the STM image contrast
through resonant tunneling can
nnot be excluded.

2.4

X-Ray Photoeleectron Spectroscopy

The illumination of a mate
terial surface with photons of sufficient energy caauses the emission of
electrons, so-called photoeelectrons. This kind of interaction of radiation and
an matter is referred
to as photoeffect and was explained
e
for the first time by Albert Einstein in 1905[96] on the basis
of Max Planck’s law of bla
lack-body radiation[97]. When a photon of energgy hν hits an electron
with characteristic bindingg energy EB, the electron can be released from its
it bound state and be
ejected from the material surface.
s
The kinetic energy of the photoelectron,, EK, is expressed as
ℎs = ; + ;A + D,

Equation 2.14

where Φ is the work functtion of the material, in the case of solid. When using
u
monochromatic
light of well-known energgy, this law allows for the spectroscopic identificcation of elements by
their characteristic bindingg energy.
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Figure 2.16: Schematic represeentation of the XPS photoemission process. X-ray phottons can eject core-level
electrons; their binding energy is
i characteristic for the respective element.

By employing high-energyy X-ray light, the core-level electrons can be acceessed. They appear as
intensity peaks in the enerrgy spectrum of the emitted photoelectrons and constitute
c
a signature
of the respective elemen
ents forming the material. Quantitative analy
lysis of the relative
concentrations is achievedd by measuring the relative peak intensities, in consideration of the
respective atomic cross-sec
ections for photoionization σi for element i (Scofie
ield factor)[98].
XP spectroscopy with suff
fficient high resolution further allows for the anaalysis of the chemical
state of the elements. The binding
b
energy of a core electron depends on thee local chemical (and
physical) environment off tthe atom. This effect is commonly referred to ass chemical shift of the
respective intensity peak in
i the XP spectrum. For BPT SAMs on Au(1111), in particular, the
binding energy of the carbon
c
atoms bound to the sulfur anchor groups
g
is shifted by
ΔE ~ 0.9 eV with respect to the carbon atoms constituting the moleculaar backbones[13]. The
quantification of ΔE can therefore
th
be attributed to the presence of particula
lar chemical bonds.
A special attribute of XPS is its surface sensitivity, making it ideal for surfaace analysis purposes.
This sensitivity results from
m the fact that the electrons loose energy in inelaastic scattering events
with atoms. Therefore, th
he intensity peaks in the XP spectra are mostlyy generated by atoms
near the surface, whereaas the background comes from subjacent ato
toms whose emitted
electrons underwent (mul
ultiple) inelastic scattering events before leavingg the sample surface.
The attenuation of the eleectrons with intensity I0, emitted from a depth d below the surface, is
expressed according to thee Beer-Lambert law as
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H
Rd = R: exp (− )
t

Equation 2.15

Here, λ denotes the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of the electrons inside the material. It
depends on the kinetic energy of the photoelectron and the material itself. However, universal
dependencies for elements, organic and inorganic compounds and adsorbed gases were
discovered by Seah et al.[99]. The typical escape depth of non-scattered photoelectrons is
1-10 nm.
XPS further allows for determining the layer thickness t of the monolayer from the attenuation
of a substrate photoemission signal with preferably high intensity. For this method, a bare
reference substrate sample is required. The layer thickness t can be calculated according to[100]:
R = R: × N

V
u
vwx Ɵ

Equation 2.16

where I0 and Id are the photoemission signals from the reference sample and the monolayercovered substrate, respectively. Ɵ is the emission angle and t is the attenuation length of the
chosen substrate photoemission signal. For this thesis, the monolayer thickness was calculated
by employing the Au 4f7/2 signal. The attenuation length t employed amounts to 36 Å[52].
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Materials and Methods

This chapter provides background information about the molecular and electronic structure of
the TPT precursors and how TPT SAMs on Au(111) on mica were prepared from solution and
from the gas phase. Most experiments for this thesis were performed on the Omicron
Multichamber UHV system (excluding SAM preparation from solution). The modular design
of this system will be explained. Afterwards, technical details about the surface analytical
instruments, XPS and STM, are given and how the data was processed and evaluated after
acquisition. Monolayers were cross-linked either by using the rastering electron beam of a SEM
or by using an in-situ electron floodgun. Both procedures are described in detail. In some
experiments, the STM/SEM combination system was employed to irradiate a distinct area of a
monolayer with electrons and to acquire STM data of the respective surface location
immediately before and after electron irradiation. All steps involved in this procedure will be
described in detail.

3.1

Materials

3.1.1 Molecular Precursors
The p-terphenyl (TPT, HS-(C6H4)2-C6H5) precursor molecules were purchased from SigmaAldrich. A schematic drawing of the molecules is shown in Figure 3.1 (a). Each of the three
planar phenyl rings forming the terphenyl spacer has a rotational degree of freedom about the
main molecular axis. It is reasonable to assume that the rotation of the phenyl rings is of
particular importance for the TPT molecules to form intermolecular bonds in two dimensions.
Two stable twisted conformations of the free molecules were found by employing DFT
calculations[101], differing mainly by the twisting angles between the successive planar phenyl
rings (see Figure 3.1 (b1),(b2)). The twisting angles were respectively associated to the couples
of angles (ϕ1,ϕ2) = (+41.0°,+41.8°) and (+41.9°,-43.2°), taking the central phenyl ring as
reference and ϕ1 referring to the thiol substituted ring. An upper value for the rotation barrier
separating the two stable conformations upon variation of the twisting angle ϕ2 of 110 meV
was found. The distance between the sulfur and the terminal carbon atom amounts to ~13.2 Å.
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The HOMO and LUMO orbitals
o
along with their energy positions with reespect to the vacuum
level (HOMO: -5.28 eV, LU
UMO: -1.23 eV) were determined using DFT[93].

Figure 3.1: (a) Structure of thhe TPT molecule. (b) Dimension and calculated (DFT)) stable conformations of
comparable energies of the TPT
T molecule, differing mainly by the twisting angles betweeen the successive planar
phenyl rings (c1),(c2) Calculat
ated (DFT) HOMO and LUMO orbitals, along with theeir energy positions with
respect to the vacuum level. Part
P b is reprinted and adapted with permission from ref
ef [101]. Copyright (2015)
Springer Nature. Part c is repr
printed and adapted with permission from ref [93]. Coppyright (2011) American
Chemical Society.

3.1.2 Substrates
Au(111) on mica has beeen the common substrate for the preparation of
o CNMs from TPT
precursors[9]. This surfacee provides a high resistance to adsorption of con
ntaminants or surface
oxidization. SAMs were prepared
p
on commercially available, 300 nm thermally
th
evaporated
Au(111) on mica substra
rates (Georg Albert PVD, Silz, Germany), fabrricated by means of
physical vapor deposition
n (PVD). These substrates provide, without furt
rther flame annealing
treatment, atomically flat terraces
t
on the range of several 100 nm (terracess of 100-200 nm were
typically observed).

3.1.3 Preparation of SAMs
S
from Solution
TPT monolayers were prrepared on Au(111)/mica from DMF-based soolution. For this, the
clean gold substrate was immersed
im
in 1 mmol solution of TPT in dry andd degassed DMF. The
solution was heated at 70 °C under inert atmosphere. After 24 hours the sample
s
was removed
from solution, rinsed with
h DMF and EtOH and blown dry with nitrogen.. Subsequent to their
preparation, the samples were
w protected by argon atmosphere and storedd not more than one
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day before being introduced into the multichamber UHV system. XP spectra typically revealed
the absence of any oxidized carbon or sulfur species. If not, the samples were not used for the
STM experiments.

3.1.4 Preparation of SAMs from Gas Phase
TPT molecules were deposited from gas phase on Au(111)/mica substrates under UHV
conditions. For this, a clean Au(111) surface was prepared by argon sputtering for 10 min at
1 keV and a pressure of 3×10-6 mbar. Subsequently, the sample was annealed at 673 K for
1 hour in order to obtain a flat substrate surface characterized by large gold terraces. The grade

of purity was monitored by measuring the C 1s and O 1s XPS signal intensities. If required,
successive sputtering/annealing cycles were performed until the absence of any
aforementioned XPS signal was proven. Immediately subsequent to sputtering, the gold
substrate was exposed to the molecular beam from a quartz crucible inside a Knudsen-type
organic evaporator (TCE-BSC, Kentax). The crucible was filled with TPT crystals previously
purified by sublimation. The sublimation temperature was set to 398 K and the substrate was
held at room temperature. The chamber pressure during the evaporation process was ~108

mbar and the evaporation time was ~30 min. Subsequent to the evaporation step, the XPS

S 2p signal was monitored in order to prove the existence of thiolates (R-S−Au) as well as
unbound thiols (R-S-H, physisorbed on top of the SAM surface). To remove physisorbed
molecules, the sample was annealed at 343 K for ~15 min. The absence of any traces of
physisorbed thiols and the existence of a densely-packed SAM was subsequently verified by
XPS.

3.2

Methods

3.2.1 Introduction to the Omicron Multichamber UHV System
The Multiprobe® UHV surface science system (Omicron) is depicted in Figure 3.2. Among
others, it is equipped with a combined STM/SEM system, an XPS instrument, two electron
flood-guns and an organic evaporator. All instruments are described in detail in the sections of
this chapter. The preparation and analysis chambers are interconnected by an integrated
transfer system, allowing for transferring the samples between all chambers whilst being
protected constantly from surface contaminations by the UHV environment.
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Figure 3.2: Multichamber UHV
V system (Omicron). (left) Analysis chamber equipped wit
ith a combined STM/SEM
system. Preparation chamber equipped
e
with an in-situ floodgun. (right) Analysis cham
mber equipped with XPS
with SPHERA electron analyser
er. Preparation chamber equipped with Knudsen-type orgaanic evaporator. Samples
can be transferred between the chambers
c
by the interconnecting transfer system.

3.2.2 X-Ray Photoelecctron Spectroscopy
X-ray analysis was per
erformed on an Omicron Multiprobe syste
tem by utilizing a
monochromatic Al Kα source (XM1000, 1486.7 eV, 225 W) under
er UHV conditions
(~10-11 mbar). A Sphera hemispherical
h
electron analyser (Omicron) with a spectral resolution
of 0.9 eV was utilized forr the analysis of the emitted photoelectrons. The
T X-ray beam was
focused on the sample surface under normal incidence and the an
ngle of the detected
photoelectrons was 77° with respect to the surface normal. The bin
nding energies were
calibrated with referencee to the Au 4f7/2 signal at 84.0 eV. The shoort exposure of the
monolayers to the X-ray beam did not lead to detectable, irradiation-in
nduced changes. The
analysis of the photoemisssion spectra was conducted by using CasaXPS v.2
.2.3.15 (Casa Software
Ltd.) analysing software.
e. The S 2p spectra were evaluated by approoximating the Voigt
functional signal form wit
ith a Gaussian/Lorentzian product form of 70:300 ratio and by using a
linear background. The energy
e
separation of the characteristic doublet (S 2p3/2, S 2p1/2) was
constrained to 1.2 eV[102] and
a the area ratio to 2:1 . The C 1s and Au 4f sppectra were evaluated
by fitting Shirley backgro
rounds. The Au 4f7/2 and Au 4f5/2 signals weree fitted by using the
Gaussian/Lorentzian sum form of 20:80 ratio and an area ratio of 4:3. Th
he C 1s spectra were
fitted by using a Gaussian
an/Lorentzian product form of 70:30 ratio. Thee effective monolayer
thickness was estimated from
f
the attenuation of Au 4f7/2 photoelectron
ns by the monolayer
(see section 2.4) and by usi
sing an inelastic mean free path of 36 Å[13].
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3.2.3 STM/SEM Combbination System
The STM experiments were performed on a commercial Omicron
n Multiscan system
combining both a variablle temperature STM (Multiscan STM VT) andd a SEM, as depicted
in Figure 3.3. The SEM is a modified type of a UHV Zeiss Standard Gemini with a Schottkytype thermal field emissioon source (ZrO/W). The STM tip is aligned by ~45° with respect to
the surface normal, thus enabling
e
to control the position of the STM tip
ip by SEM. The STM
chamber pressure was ~100-11 mbar.

Figure 3.3: (a) Multiscan STM VT
V (Scienta Omicron) outside of the analysis chamber. (b)
b) STM inside the analysis
chamber. The outer housing off the SEM column is visible. (c) STM analysis chamber an
nd SEM column from the
atmospheric side. The hemisph
herical analyser for performing Auger spectroscopy is also visible. (d) STM scanner
head with individual piezos forr x- and y-movements. A z-resolution of better than 0.01 nm
m can be achieved.

3.2.4 Electron Irradiat
ation
3.2.4.1 Irradiation by Floood-Gun
Flood guns provide a cm²²-sized, almost homogeneous electron flux whic
ich makes them ideal
for the fabrication of CNM
Ms. TPT SAMs were irradiated under UHV condditions with electrons
from an in-situ floodgun (FG20, Specs) with an energy of 50 eV. The doose was calibrated by
using a Faraday cup. Afterr applying distinct doses, STM measurements wer
ere performed.
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3.2.4.2 Irradiation by SEM
To cross-link SAMs by the rastering electron beam of the SEM, the kinetic energy of the
electrons was set to 1 keV for all experiments, which is the minimum energy of the SEM. The
pressure in the SEM column was ~10-8 mbar. Prior to each experiment, the beam current was
measured by using a Faraday Cup. SAMs were irradiated with beam currents ranging from
200-600 pA. For this purpose, the SEM beam was rastered over the sample surface with a
distinct number of cycles. Prior to electron irradiation, the STM tip was retracted and moved
sufficiently far away from the surface location of interest, so that the electrons to may pass the
tip and reach the surface location. This procedure is described in detail below. The irradiated
area was typically around 30 × 40 µm². The time per cycle was 2.5 s. The irradiation dose
applied to the surface, d, is calculated from the beam current, I, the cycle time, t, the number of
cycles, n, and the scan area, A, according to d = (I × t × n)/A. The diameter of the SEM beam
was sufficiently lower than the SEM scan width/height. All STM data was acquired at room
temperature under UHV conditions (chamber pressure < 10-10 mbar). The instrument was
operated in the constant-current mode with tunneling currents of 10 – 100 pA and sample
biases between −1.2 to −0.4 V and +0.4 to +1.2 V. A z-resolution of better than 0.01 nm can be
achieved. The STM tips were prepared from 0.375 mm polycrystalline tungsten wire (Alfa
Aesar) by electrochemical etching in 3 M NaOH solution. The instrument was calibrated by
imaging HOPG with atomic resolution. The data was post-processed by using gwyddion v.2.41
free software.
The main advantage of the STM/SEM combination system is the possibility to irradiate the
TPT SAM locally and to acquire STM images of the same sample location immediately before
and after irradiation, thus allowing for observing the influence of the electrons on the SAM on
the local, molecular level.
The experimental implementation requires several steps, as listed below. A simplified scheme
is depicted in Figure 3.4.
1) The SEM beam energy is set to 1 keV.
2) The beam current is measured by using a Faraday cup (20 µm aperture).
3) The SEM beam is focused on the very front part of the STM probe tip which is in
tunneling contact (scan area ~30 × 40 µm²).
4) The beam path is interrupted by using a beam shutter.
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5) The STM tip is retracted by several micrometers in order to avoid a tip crash during the
following step.
6) The sample stage is moved by ~1 mm in order to bring a pristine part of the SAM surface
into the focus of the SEM beam.
7) The STM probe tip is brought in tunneling contact with the sample surface and STM data
of the pristine SAM is acquired.
8) The STM probe tip is retracted from the surface over the full travel of the z-piezo actuator
and moved laterally over the full travel of either the x- or y-piezo actuator.
9) The beam shutter is opened and the required electron dose is delivered to the surface.
10) The beam shutter is closed and the STM probe tip is moved laterally over the full travel of
the respective piezo actuator to its original position.
11) The STM tip is brought in tunneling contact and STM data of the same, now irradiated
sample location is acquired.

Figure 3.4: Simplified scheme of the SEM irradiation process, accompanied by STM imaging of the same sample
location before and after irradiation. At first, STM data of the pristine SAM is acquired. Second, the STM probe tip
is retracted and moved to the side in order to enable the subsequent irradiation by the SEM beam. Finally, the
STM probe tip is positioned back to the initial sample location and STM data of the same, now irradiated sample
area is acquired.

3.2.5 Post-Imaging Software Image Correction
STM images are typically subject to linear and non-linear distortion, i.e. thermal drift, piezo
creep, piezo hysteresis, and cross-talk which would lead to large errors in the determination of
distances and angles if the images would not be subsequently corrected by employing suitable
standard protocols.
Thermal drift is typically a linear effect and results from the fact that the components building
up the STM device, in particular the scanner head including scanning probe, piezo ceramics
and linking parts and the scanning stage consist of different materials with different coefficients
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of thermal expansion (CTE) and temperature diffusivities. Slow temperature variations ΔT and
the difference between the thermal expansion coefficients α cause thermal drift according to
Δl/l=Δα∙ΔT[68]. The consequential linear relative (lateral and vertical) motion between the
STM tip and the sample surface during the scan was estimated to ~10 nm/h when a change in
temperature of only 1 K/h and a difference in the CTE of 10% between two materials is
assumed[103]. Within the scope of this thesis, typical image sizes are ~10-100 nm and typical
image acquisition times are 10-30 min. Therefore, the acquired images had to be corrected
subsequent to the scan. Given that thermal drift is typically a linear effect, that is, the drift
velocity is nearly constant during the acquisition of successive up- and down-scans, as the
acquisition of STM images is usually carried out on a time scale significantly shorter than the
time that is needed to reach thermal equilibrium, SPM images can easily be corrected by
applying basic affine image transformations, in particular scaling and shearing operations. A
procedure for correction of SPM images distorted by linear thermal drift was developed by
Rahe et al.[103] and applied for the images for this thesis by using the polynomial distortion tool
of gwyddion 2.41[104].
Piezo creep is a non-linear effect and an inherent property of the piezo ceramics. Creep
appears after a fast voltage change, that is, when the STM tip is moved on a short time scale
over a long distance relative to the sample surface, e.g. in the course of moving to a new sample
location (creep in x- and/or y-direction) of after approaching the STM tip to the sample surface
to create the tunneling contact (creep in z-direction). Piezo creep is characterized by a slow
logarithmic expansion according to Δl/l=α+β∙ln(t)[68], where α and β are constants that
depend on the piezo ceramics and t is time. The fact that piezo creep occurs to different extent,
depending on the ramp shape of the voltage change, makes a post-imaging processing of the
STM image difficult, in particular if sample surfaces of low order and unknown structure are
investigated. Within the scope of this thesis, creep effects on the images were minimized by
waiting long enough before the acquiring the new image. Due to its logarithmic character,
piezo creep becomes nearly linear over time and cannot be distinguished from linear thermal
drift effects anymore. Post-imaging correction was therefore carried out by using the standard
protocol for thermal drift correction[103].
Piezo hysteresis is a non-linear effect and the most accepted explanation for this behavior is
attributed to reversible and irreversible displacement or sliding of polarization domain walls,
which are related to the material polarized grains[105]. However, significant hysteresis effects in
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the instrument used forr this thesis (see previous section) only becom
me significant when
acquiring STM images wiith sizes > 100 nm with the typically used scan
n velocities of ~100300 nm/s in the fast scan direction.
d
Those images were, due to their large size,
s not used for the
precise determination of
o characteristic distances and angles. Thereefore, no hysteresis
correction was performed

.
Figure 3.5: Hysteresis upon appplying consecutive voltage inputs of different amplitudes to
t the piezo actuator with
a frequency of 50 Hz. This figurre was adapted from ref [105].

Cross-talk. The scanner head
h
of the Multiscan STM VT experiences, due to its construction, a
significant crosstalk betweeen the lateral piezo actuators of the x- and y- axxis that typically leads
to a deviation between thhe geometries of the desired and the actual rast
ster scan pattern (see
Figure 3.6). All STM imagees were obtained at a scan angle of 0°, which mea
eans that the fast scan
direction is parallel to thee x-axis, which is the elongation axis of the respeective piezo actuator.
The crosstalk predominan
ntly affects the angle φ between the fast and thee slow scan direction
but to a minor extent alsoo the width w and the height h of the scan (see Figure 3.6). Table 3.1
lists the parameters needeed for correcting the cross-talk effect in STM images of various scan
sizes. The correction of the
th STM images was eventually performed by using
u
the arithmetic
averages of the scale fac
actors (wraw/wcorr)i and (hraw/hcorr)i and the shhear factors φi. The
contribution of cross-talkk effects to the total measurement uncertainty off the Multiscan STM
VT in terms of length andd angle measurements amounts to ΔlCT/l = 2.4%
% and ΔφCT/φ = 0.9°.
The errors of the cross-tal
alk calibration parameters affect all recorded STM
M images. Cross-talk
correction was carried outt using the Affine Distortion-tool of gwyddion 2.41
41[104].
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Figure 3.6: STM image of a HOPG surface before (a) and after (b) cross-talk compensatioon was performed.
Table 3.1: Cross-talk compensa
sation parameters for high-magnification STM images forr the Omicron Multiscan
STM VT instrument (see previious section). The parameters were determined by emplooying a HOPG surface as
reference. The scan angle is 0°.

Mar 2018

Feb 2019

Mean values and
maximum errors

Scan size
s [nm]

wraw/wcorr

hraw/hcorr

Shear angle φ

1
10x10

99.1%

101.8%

26.9°

2
20x20

99.7%

102.7%

26.7°

3
30x30

99.6%

101.9%

26.7°

1
10x10

98.5%

102.9%

25.4°

2
20x20

98.8%

104.9%

25.3°

3
30x30

99.1%

100.9%

26.1°

99.1 ± 0.6%

102.5 ± 2.4%

26.2 ± 0.9°

The Matrix software from version V2.1 supports a crosstalk compensation
n facility that enables
to minimize the deformattion of the raster scan pattern during the scan process.
p
For this, the
crosstalk of x- and/or y-axxis needs to be determined by measuring a referrence sample such as
HOPG or Si(111)-(7x7). The
T correction factors describing the actual scan axis
a deflection can be
varied during the scan, until
u
the topography of the reference sample shows the expected
symmetry. Similar to thee affine distortion operations described previoously, the calibration
parameters are determineed once and are used for the recording of subse
sequent STM images.
Therefore, STM images reecorded with active crosstalk compensation are subjected
s
to the same
measurement errors as callculated previously.
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Total measurement uncertainty of the Multiscan STM VT. All aforementioned linear and
non-linear distortion effects affect the measurement accuracy of the Multiscan STM VT.
However, their contributions may be more or less pronounced, depending on the current
status of the experiment. For example, thermal drift might become partially non-linear if the
acquisition time of the image is long and as a result, the accuracy of the employed correction
protocol[103] is lowered. Within the scope of the experiments for this thesis, however, no length
and angle deviations of over Δl/l = 10% and Δφ/φ = 5.0° were observed after software image
correction had been performed. This is in agreement with previous studies on the same
instrument[31]. It is proposed that the determination of all characteristic length and angle
values within the scope of this thesis are subject to the respective measurement errors.
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Results and Discussion

Cross-linking of aromatic SAMs upon exposure to low-energy electrons (1-100 eV) has already
been studied thoroughly by spectroscopic methods (see section 2.2). However, microscopic
data covering defined intermediate stages of cross-linking that allows for the quantitative
characterization of the structural transformation on the nanometer-scale is still lacking. Within
the scope of this thesis, TPT SAM on Au(111) in mica was used as a model system to
investigate electron-irradiation induced cross-linking by STM. Two different methods were
used to irradiate the monolayers with electrons, in which 50 eV and 1 keV PEs were used. In
the first section of this chapter, the influence of the kinetic energy of PE’s on cross-linking will
be discussed based on the quantitative XPS data. In particular, the effective cross-sections for
the chemical modification of the carbonaceous matrix and the sulfur-gold interface of TPT
SAM under 50 eV and 1 keV irradiation were calculated from the XPS data, which provides
complementary data for the corresponding STM measurements. The second section focuses on
the STM characterization of pristine SAM surfaces, which were prepared either from DMFbased solution or from gas phase under UHV conditions. In the following section, STM data
for the initial stage of cross-linking are presented, where the changes of structural features on a
molecular level, arising from the electron-molecule interaction, and the underlying elementary
mechanisms will be discussed. In the last section, the evolution of the monolayer towards a
fully cross-linked state and the associated structural transformation are investigated.

4.1

XPS Study of Cross-Linking: Effect of the PE Energy

The present study deals primarily with the influence of the kinetic energy of the PEs on crosslinking, in particular with the influence on the structural and chemical evolution of the
carbonaceous matrix including the evolution of the carbon content and with the influence on
the chemical evolution of the gold-sulfur interface. The experiments were performed in
accordance with previous XPS studies[13].
The cross-sections obtained in this study represent average values that include the contribution
of all electron-induced effects and processes that cause modifications in the respective system,
in particular the relative contributions of electron impact ionization, electron impact excitation
and electron attachment (see section 2.2).
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SAMs were irradiated with 50 eV and 1 keV PEs using an in-situ flood-gun (SL1000,
Omicron), which provides an homogeneous beam profile in an adequate lateral scale. The
evaluation of the XPS data is described in section 3.2.2. SAMs were exposed to electron doses
of 2.5/5/10/20/30/40/50/60/75 mC/cm². One pristine TPT sample was irradiated with 50 eV
PEs and two samples with 1 keV PEs. Three XPS regions were studied: C1s, S2p and Au4f.
Immediately prior to each XPS experiment, a clean Au substrate was measured as a reference
to exclude systematic errors as a result of intensity variations of the incident X-ray beam. As
the irradiation of the samples was carried out under UHV conditions, additional chemical
reactions associated with electron irradiation, e.g. the formation of C-O-C bonds, can be
excluded. The absence of oxygen was monitored during the whole irradiation process.
The negligibility of the influence of the X-ray beam on the monolayer-substrate system was
verified in an independent experiment. A pristine SAM was exposed to the X-ray irradiation
for a time period much longer compared to common measurement times (> 1 day) and only
marginal changes of the C 1s and S 2p regions were detected.

4.1.1 Evolution of the Carbonaceous Matrix
The structural and chemical modification of the carbonaceous matrix is studied by means of
the XPS C 1s photoelectron signal. The signals (black) are shown in Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) for
PE energies of 50 eV and 1 keV, respectively. Spectra are displayed for doses of 20 to
80 mC/cm², respectively. The signals consist of the main C 1s peak (red) with a binding energy
of 284.2 eV, assigned to the carbon atoms forming the phenyl rings, and a weak shoulder (blue)
at 285.2 eV, assigned to the carbon atom bound to the sulfur (see Figure 4.1). Cross-linking
leads to manifold modifications of the carbonaceous matrix (see section 2.2), e.g. the cleavage
of C−H bonds, the formation of intermolecular covalent carbon-carbon bonds, loss of
aromaticity, and the loss of conformational and orientational order. Therefore, the dependency
of the C1s full width of half maximum (FWHM) on the irradiation dose is generally
characterized by a sharp increase in the low-dose regime and a level-off behavior towards high
doses[15],[106],[57]. The evolution of the C1s FWHM upon 50 eV and 1 keV electron exposure is
shown in Figure 4.1 (c). Both PE kinetic energies have similar dependencies of the C1s FWHM
on the irradiation dose. The dose- dependencies are characterized by a sharp increase in the
low-dose regime (< 10 mC/cm²) and a level-off behavior towards doses up to 50 mC/cm², in
agreement with previous studies[15]. The data sets were fitted by a standard saturation function
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(see Equation 4.1) which was previously used to describe irradiation-induced modifications in
SAMs[107],[108].
R=R

V

+ (R$BC − R

V)

× exp (−y ∙ H/N)

Equation 4.1

where I represents the dose-dependent value of a characteristic parameter of the monolayer
(here the shift of the C1s FWHM), Ipris and Isat are the respective values for the pristine and
fully cross-linked monolayer, d is the irradiation dose (typically in mC/cm²), e is the
elementary charge, and σ represents the cross-section.
It is obvious that the carbonaceous matrix is modified predominantly at low doses less
than 10 mC/cm². By fitting the data points (50 eV: red, dashed lines, 1 keV: black, dashed lines)
using Equation 4.1, the cross-sections for the structural and chemical modification of the
carbonaceous matrix are obtained, i.e. 2.9 ± 0.7 × 10-17 cm² (50 eV PE energy) and
2.0 ± 0.4 × 10-17 cm² (1 keV PE energy). For each data set, the individual data points represent
the shift of the C1s FWHM calculated by subtraction of the respective dose-dependent FWHM
value from the one of the pristine SAM. The 50 eV cross-section obtained here is in good
agreement with the corresponding XPS-derived cross-section from in the literature[15]. In
particular, an effective cross-section for hydrogen content loss of 3.7 ± 1.0 × 10-17 cm² was
measured by employing HREELS[53], indicating that the XPS data reflects to some extent the
loss of hydrogen of the carbonaceous matrix. No literature data are available for 1 keV PE
energy. The similarity between the 50 eV and 1 keV cross-sections indicate that both PE kinetic
energies cause similar modifications of the carbonaceous matrix, which makes it possible to
reasonably correlate the respective STM data.
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Figure 4.1: (a), (b) XP spectra of
o the C1s peak regions of the pristine and irradiated TPT SAMs.
S
Electron exposure
was conducted with 50 eV an
nd 1 keV incident electrons; spectra are displayed for doses of 10-40 mC/cm²,
respectively. The raw data (blacck) was fitted with two peaks, the main peak (red) and the shoulder peak (blue), see
text for details. (c) Evolution off the shift of the C 1s FWHM as a function of the irradiati
tion dose. The shift values
were calculated by subtraction of the measured values from the respective values of thee pristine SAM. Electron
irradiation was conducted with
h 50 eV (red) and 1 keV (black) incident electrons. The dat
ata points in panel (a) and
(b) were fitted according to Equuation 4.1.

As already discussed in section
se
2.2, the electron impact can lead to a maarginal desorption of
carbonaceous material, soo that the carbon content is largely retained. The
T evolution of the
carbon content was eval
aluated by means of the energy- and dose-deependent C 1s/Au 4f
photoelectron signal ratioo and the monolayer thickness (see section 2.4). The
T Au 4f signals are
shown in Figure 4.2 (a) andd (b) for PE energies of 50 eV and 1 keV, resppectively. Spectra are
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displayed for doses of 20 to 80 mC/cm², respectively. The raw data (black) was fitted with one
doublet. The envelope of the fit is shown in red. Figure 4.2 (c) and (d) show the dependency of
the C 1s/Au 4f photoelectron signal ratio and the film thickness on the irradiation dose,
respectively. The results presented here indicate that both PE energies lead to a slight
desorption of carbonaceous material for doses < 10 mC/cm². The reduction of the C 1s/Au 4f
photoelectron signal ratio is more pronounced when the SAM is irradiated with 1 keV PEs.
This can be attributed to a slight desorption of carbonaceous material at the initial stage of the
irradiation process. Electron-stimulated desorption should occur more frequently for highenergy electrons than low-energy electrons. The irradiation with 50 eV PE’s (red data points)
caused a slight, almost linear decrease of the C 1s/Au 4f photoelectron signal ratio with
increasing irradiation dose, resulting in a ~2-3 % reduction of the C 1s/Au 4f signal ratio after
irradiation with a dose of 50 mC/cm². However, the calculated layer thickness (see
section 3.2.2) is subject to relatively high fluctuations and a similar tendency cannot be
observed clearly. The irradiation with 1 keV PEs (black data points) initially caused a 3-7 %
reduction of the C 1s/Au 4f photoelectron signal ratio for both samples. Consequently, the
calculated layer thickness is initially reduced. The evolution of the respective values towards
high irradiation doses (> 10 mC/cm²), however, is different for both samples. The C 1s/Au 4f
signal ratio remained unaltered for one sample and increased by ~5 % for the other sample
after irradiating with a dose of 50 mC/cm². This can be attributed to different adsorption rates
of residual molecules from the UHV environment over time as a result of pressure differences
in the XPS chamber. The respective thickness values show similar dependencies, but are
subject to relatively high fluctuations.
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Figure 4.2: (a), (b) XP spectra of
o the Au 4f doublets of the pristine and irradiated monollayers. Electron exposure
was conducted with 50 eV andd 1 keV primary electrons. Spectra are displayed for dooses of 20 to 80 mC/cm²,
respectively. The raw data (blacck) is fitted with one doublet; the envelope is shown in redd (see text for details). (c)
Evolution of the C 1s/Au 4f phootoelectron signal ratio as a function of the irradiation dose.
do (d) Evolution of the
calculated monolayer thicknesss. Electron irradiation was conducted with 50 eV (red) an
nd 1 keV (black) incident
electrons.

4.1.2 Evolution of thee Sulfur-Gold Interface
As already discussed in section
s
2.2, electron exposure causes the cleava
vage of S−Au bonds,
followed by the formation of a new sulfur species. The pristine SAM is char
aracterized by the sole
presence of thiolates. The
he evolution of the XPS S 2p regions at 50 eV and 1 keV electron
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exposure are shown in Figure 4.3 (a) and (b), respectively. For both PE energies, a chemical
transformation similar to the results of previous studies[15],[13] was observed, i.e. the electron
exposure leads to a conversion of the thiolate-related XPS signal (red doublet) at 162.0 eV to a
new sulfur species (blue doublet) at 163.1–163.4 eV. The ratio between the S 2p signal ascribed
to the new sulfur species and the total S 2p signal is displayed in Figure 4.3 (c), together with the
evolution of the total amount of sulfur normalized by reference to the value of the pristine
SAM. The total amount of sulfur remains almost unchanged during irradiation. The data
points are subject to high fluctuation due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of the S 2p
photoelectron signal. However, a slight increase of the total amount of sulfur caused by doses
less than 10 mC/cm², together with the initial increase of the C 1s/Au 4f signal ratio (see
above), indicates a low extent of electron-induced desorption of carbonaceous material. The
energy-dependent cross-sections for the cleavage of S−Au bonds were determined by fitting
the XPS data according to Equation 4.1 (50 eV: red, dashed lines, 1 keV: black, dashed lines).
For 50 eV PE energy, a cross-section of 0.8 ± 0.2 × 10-17 cm² was determined. For 1 keV PE
energy, the cross-section is 1.2 ± 0.2 × 10-17 cm². Both cross-sections are in good agreement
with the value determined by Yildirim et al. for 50 eV PE energy, which was found to be
1.7 ± 0.3·10-17 cm²[15].
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Figure 4.3: (a),(b) XP spectra off the S 2p doublets of the pristine and irradiated TPT SAMs. Electron exposure was
conducted with (a) 50 eV and (b)
( 1 keV incident electrons. Spectra are displayed for dooses of 10 to 40 mC/cm²,
respectively. The XPS raw data
ta of the pristine SAMs are fitted with one S 2p doublet
et, attributed to thiols on
[13],[15]
gold
. The raw data of the irradiated
i
SAMs are fitted with two S 2p doublets, attributted to thiols on gold (red)
and the other to the irradiat
ation-induced species (blue), see text for details. (c) Ratio
R
between the XPS
photoelectron signal of the irraddiation-induced new sulfur species and the total sulfur inte
tensity as a function of the
irradiation dose, both determin
ined for 50 eV (red) and 1 keV (black) processed SAMs.. The fits were calculated
according to Equation 4.1. Thhe total amount of sulfur was determined as the sum of
o the intensities of both
doublets and normalized to thee pristine SAM.
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4.1.3 Summary
The present XPS study focuses primarily on the influence of the kinetic energy of the PEs on
cross-linking, as SAMs were exposed to 50 eV and 1 keV electrons in this work. For 50 eV PE
energy, both the cross-sections for the structural and chemical modification of the
carbonaceous matrix and the cleavage of S−Au bonds are in agreement with the corresponding
values from the literature. It was found that the response of the monolayer/substrate system on
1 keV electron impact does not differ significantly from the impact of 50 eV electrons, so that
the corresponding STM data can be correlated. XPS data also indicates a slight desorption of
carbonaceous material from the SAM during the irradiation process and adsorption of
carbonaceous molecular residuals, possibly originating from the vacuum chamber or the
sample holder, may also occur.

4.2

STM Characterization of the Pristine SAMs

Prior to the investigation of cross-linking, the pristine SAM surfaces were characterized by
STM. As described in section 3.1, SAMs were prepared either in DMF-based solution which
has been the standard method for the preparation of CNMs from TPT precursors[9],[1], or from
gas phase under UHV conditions which may yield SAMs of comparable molecular structure
but being more suitable for STM experiments due to a very low content of contamination. It
turned out that STM experiments involving SAMs prepared from DMF-based solution were
typically subject to unstable imaging conditions. This may have been caused by the presence of
mobile contaminants that probably evolved during preparation or the subsequent exposure to
the ambient air. The quality of the SAMs prepared by both approaches was evaluated by XPS.
This was done by verifying the integrity of the sulfur-gold interface (only presence of thiolates
and absolute absence of oxidized sulfur species) and the carbonaceous matrix (absolute
absence of oxidized carbon species).

4.2.1 Preparation of SAMs from DMF-based solution
The preparation from DMF-based solution typically yielded SAMs characterized by the
presence of well-ordered phase domains with sizes of 10-100 nm. An STM overview scan of the
pristine monolayer surface is shown in Figure 4.4 (a). Two major, nearly densely-packed
molecular phases were identified, which were previously observed by Bashir et al. in case of
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TPT SAMs on Au(111) prepared in ethanol[39]. The phases were designated as α-phase
(marked in green) and β-phase (blue). This notation will also be used in this thesis. Similar
phase structures were observed and discussed earlier in 2001 by Ishida et al.[34] (observation of
molecular patterns similar to the β-phase, but interpreted as flat-lying molecules) and
Fuxen et al.[41] (observation of the α-phase). The image also reveals the existence of gold
adatom islands on top of the Au terraces covered with TPT molecules. Those islands are not
present on the bare Au surface but typically form during the self-assembly process of
arenethiol SAMs on Au(111)[109].
α-phase. A fast Fourier transform (FFT)-enhanced STM image section is shown in Figure
4.4 (b).

The observed pattern is characterized by repeating parallel rows with different

brightness. The rows are composed of equivalent features attributed to individual TPT
monomers[39]. The absence of an additional Moiré-like superstructure indicates a
commensurate molecular arrangement with respect to the Au substrate. A model of the
molecular structure of the α-phase of TPT on Au(111) is shown in Figure 4.4 (e) (reprinted
from ref [39]). The sulfur atoms are located on a

√3 × √3 b30° lattice

(similar to aliphatic

SAMs[110]), whereas the molecular backbones form a herringbone-like arrangement. The
different twist angles (with respect to the substrate) of the molecules can result in different
electronic coupling efficiencies between the tip and the substrate[39] and thus to a different
brightness in STM images. The periodic structure of the molecular backbones can be described
by a

2√3 × √3 b30° structure.

The unit cell is drawn in black. The unit cell contains two

molecules. According to ref [39], the unit cell vectors are aligned along the < 112{ > directions

of the Au(111) substrate. The unit cell dimensions were quantified by means of the STM image
section shown in Figure 4.4 (b). Line A represents a periodic pattern of equivalent maxima with
a periodicity of 0.54 ± 0.06 nm. For line B, a periodic pattern of two unequal features with a
periodicity of 0.98 ± 0.10 nm was found. The angle between the unit cell vectors is 125.2 ± 5.0°.
The calculated area per molecule is 0.216 ± 0.036 nm², in agreement with ref [39]. On the scale
of the phase domains, the SAM-ambient interface of the α-phase is slightly elevated by ~0.6–
0.8 Å compared to the surrounding β-phase domains (see below). This indicates a smaller tilt
angle of the molecules with respect to the surface normal compared to the molecules forming
the surrounding β-phase domains. The tilt angles were estimated by Bashir et al., yielding ~13°
for the monomers in α-phase domains and 33–49° for the monomers in β-phase domains.
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β-phase. In contrast to α-phase domains, β-phase domains are characterized by the presence of
a periodic superstructure including parallel stripes with a distance of ~2 nm. An FFT-enhanced
STM image section is shown in Figure 4.4 (c). The superstructure indicates an
incommensurability between the TPT overlayer and the Au(111) surface. Two different
symmetry directions must be distinguished: the stripe direction and the pair stacking direction.
The internal structure of the unit cell (black) is characterized by the existence of rows of oval
spots aligned at an angle of ~60° with respect to the stripe direction. The β-phase was
previously observed and modeled by Bashir et al. in case of TPT SAMs on Au(111) prepared in
ethanolic solution[39]. Accordingly, the oval spots consist of spherical spots that overlap in
pairs, which leads to the conclusion that one oval spot contains two TPT molecules. The
distance between the oval spots along the stripe direction (line C) is 9.3 ± 1.0 Å. The distance
between the oval spots along the pair stacking direction (line D) is 5.2 ± 0.6 Å. The angle
between line A and B is 117.8° ± 5.0°. According to Bashir et al., the superstructure of the βphase is caused by a point-on-line incommensurability. The unit cell can be formulated as
(4 × n) with parameter n close to 8 ( 40
4.4 (f)

0
n

in matrix notation). A model is shown in Figure

for n ~ 7.5 (reprinted from ref [39]). The molecular pairs forming the oval spots are

colored in blue. Both the stripe directions and the pair stacking directions follow the < 11{0 >
directions of the underlying Au(111) surface, whereby the molecular layer is incommensurable
along the pair stacking directions. As the theoretical dimensions of the unit cell depend on the
parameter n, possible variations of the unit cell dimensions are calculated by considering
extremes such as n = 7 and n = 9[39]. The theoretical length of the unit cell vector along the pair
stacking direction, however, may vary between 2.0 nm (n=7) and 2.6 nm (n=9). The theoretical
length of the unit cell vector along the stripe direction and the angle between the unit cell
vectors, on the contrary, remain constant and amount to 11.5 Å and 120°, respectively. The
area per molecule may vary between 0.251 nm² (n=7) and 323 nm² (n=9). When n=8 is
assumed, the area per molecule is 0.288 nm²[39].
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Figure 4.4: Morphology of the TPT/Au(111) surface prepared from DMF-based solution
n. (a) Low-magnification
STM scan of the monolayer surrface (+0.4 V, 70 pA, not cross-talk corrected), revealing the
th existence of two major
structural phases, denoted as αα and β-phase. The respective domains are ~10-100 nm in size. The presence of
gold adatom islands is also observed.
o
(b) FFT-enhanced high-resolution STM scan of the α-phase (+0.4 V,
100 pA, cross-talk corrected). The
T unit cell is drawn in black. (c) FFT-enhanced high-res
esolution STM scan of the
β-phase (+0.4 V, 70 pA, cross-ttalk corrected) including the unit cell. (d) Line profiles of lines A-D shown in (b)
and (c). (e) Model of the α-phaase of TPT on Au(111). The unit cell is drawn in black, dashed
d
lines. (f) Model of
the β-phase of TPT on Au(111
11) including the unit cell (black, dashed lines) for n~7.5
.5. The pair of molecules
forming one oval spot is colorred in blue. Part e and f are reprinted and adapted with permission from ref [39].
Copyright (2013) American Cheemical Society.

4.2.2 Preparation of SAMs
S
from the Gas Phase
SAM preparation from thhe gas phase has yielded monolayers characteriized by the exclusive
presence of stripe phase domains,
d
similar or equal to the β-phase obseerved for TPT SAMs
prepared from DMF-based
ed solution. Dissimilar phase domains such as α--phase domains were
not observed. This may bee a result of the competition and co-adsorption of
o the TPT molecules
and DMF molecules on thhe Au(111) surface. The molecules in α-phase doomains adopt a lower
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tilt angle (~13°) compared to the molecules in the β-phase (33–49°)[39]. The area per molecule
of the α-phase is also smaller (0.216 nm²) compared to the β-phase (~0.288 nm², see below).
This may result from the fact that the adsorption of DMF molecules can impede the formation
of flat-lying TPT phases which transform into β-phase domains at higher surface coverages.
Instead, the molecules can adsorb directly in an upright orientation and therefore preferentially
form phases characterized by a lower tilt angle and higher packing density. However, this
assumption should be investigated more closely. An STM overview scan is shown in Figure
4.5 (a).

The domain sizes range from 10-100 nm. Similar to the preparation from DMF-based

solution or, more generally, arenethiol SAMs prepared in solution[109], the STM data reveals
the presence of gold adatom islands covered by TPT molecules in an ordered arrangement (see
inset). The adatom islands are elevated by 0.29 ± 0.07 nm with respect to the surrounding
SAM-ambient interface, in agreement with the theoretical height of one Au(111) layer, which
is 0.24 nm[111]. In contrast to Au adatom islands, which are typically observed for arenethiol
SAMs on Au(111) prepared by wet chemistry, the adatom islands observed here have a welldefined shape. The edge contour lines are 60° apart, most likely due to their alignment along
the three symmetry directions of the underlying Au(111) surface. Figure 4.5 (b) displays a
molecularly resolved STM image of the TPT monolayer. The image shows the coexistence of
structural phases similar to the β-phase discussed in the previous section and observed in
previous studies[39],[40]. The stripe directions (green) of all domains visible in Figure 4.5 (b) are
multiples of 120° (within the measurement error of the instrument) due to the three-fold
symmetry of the Au(111) substrate. The pair stacking directions (blue), however, are only
multiples of 120° among the phase domains denoted as β. The pair stacking direction
(turquoise) of the phase domains denoted as βdistorted (lower left corner) is twisted by an angle
of 7.6 ± 5.0° with respect to the pair stacking directions of the adjacent (undistorted) β-phase
domains. The stripe direction of the phase domain βdistorted is also a multiple of 120° with
respect to the stripe directions of the β-phase domains. A structural model of the βdistorted-phase
developed within the scope of this thesis is presented below. The measured lengths of the βphase unit cell vectors (black) are 0.99 ± 0.04 nm (line A) and 2.16 ± 0.05 nm (line B). The
enclosed angle between the unit cell vectors is 117.2 ± 5.0°. The measured lengths of the
βdistorted-phase unit cell vectors (black) are 0.97 ± 0.07 nm (line C) and 2.24 ± 0.04 nm (line D).
The enclosed angle between the unit cell vectors is 117.2 ± 5.0°. Figure 4.5 (b) further shows
that the appearance of the oval spots depends on the relative orientation between the fast scan
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direction and the domain
n orientation. Depending on the relative orienta
tation, the oval spots
more or less divide intoo two spherical spots. A similar effect was already
a
observed by
Korolkov et al.[112] who in
nvestigated the dependence of the feature shape on
o the scan angle by
employing a TPT/Au(111)) substrate.

Figure 4.5: Morphology of thee TPT/Au(111) surface prepared from the gas phase. (a) Low-magnification STM
scan of the monolayer surfacee (+1.0 V, 30 pA, cross-talk corrected) revealing the preseence of ordered domains
with domain sizes of 10-100 nm
m. The STM scan was not perturbed by mobile adsorbates.
s. The inset shows one Au
adatom island with a height off 0.29 ± 0.07 nm which is covered by TPT molecules. (b) High-magnification
H
STM
image (+1.2 V, 30 pA, cross-tal
alk corrected). The surface is covered by phase domains equal
e
or similar to the βphase observed previously (seee text for details). A slightly distorted phase domain is als
lso observed, denoted as ,
βdistorted. The stripe directions arre highlighted in green. The pair stacking directions of thee β-phase and the βdistortedphase (blue and turquoise, resppectively) exhibit a measured angle misfit of 7.6 ± 5.0°, wheereas the stripe directions
are multiples of 120°. The unitt cells are drawn in black. The domain boundaries are higghlighted by grey, dashed
lines. (c) Line profiles along the
th lines A-D (see text for details). (d.1), (d.2) Structural
al models of the β-phase,
according to ref [39], and the distorted
d
β-phase (denoted as βdistorted), respectively. The model
m
for the distorted βphase was developed for this thesis.
th
The unit cells are drawn in black, dashd lines. Thee characteristic symmetry
directions are highlighted by coolored arrows. Equivalent binding sites are highlighted byy red circles. The unit cell
of the distorted β-phase is con
nstructed by a translocation of the original β-phase unit cell
c vector along the pair
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E~ > directions. The unit cell vector along the stripe direction
stacking direction (turquoise) along one of the < }}
is not changed. The translocation leads to a theoretical increase of the enclosed angle by 6.6°, in agreement with
the experimental observation.

Model for the βdistorted-phase. The structural model for the distorted β-phase was developed for
this thesis. According to the model introduced by ref [39], both stripe and the pair stacking
directions of the undistorted β-phase domains are aligned along the < 11{0 > directions of the

underlying Au(111) substrate. The structure of the βdistorted-phase can be explained by a slight
modification of the β-phase model. The structural models are compared in Figure 4.5 (d.1) and
(d.2). The unit cells are drawn by black, dashed lines. Equivalent binding sites are highlighted
by red circles. The suggested unit cell of the βdistorted-phase can be constructed by shifting the
unit cell vector along the pair stacking direction (turquoise) by one atomic distance along a
specific < 11{0 > direction with respect to the pair stacking direction of the undistorted β-phase
(blue). The theoretical value of the enclosed angle is 6.6°, in agreement with the measured

value of 7.6 ± 5.0°. The unit cell vector along the stripe direction remains unchanged as the
stripe directions of all phase domains (green), β and βdistorted, are still multiples of 120°. This
modification of the unit cell is accompanied by a theoretical change of the unit cell length along
the pair stacking direction from 2.02 nm (measured value 2.16 ± 0.22 nm) to 2.17 nm
(measured value 2.24 ± 0.23 nm). The unit cell of the βdistorted-phase can be written as
4
−1

0
+1

with parameter n close to 8.

4.2.3 Summary
TPT SAMs on Au(111) were prepared either from DMF-based solution or from gas phase and
characterized by STM. Two distinct, ordered phases were observed in SAMs prepared from
solution, denoted as α-phase and β-phase. Both phases were previously observed for TPT
SAMs on Au(111) prepared in ethanolic solution[39]. The α-phase consists of densely-packed
molecules arranged in the well-known

2√3 × √3 R30° structure

with two molecules per unit

cell. The monomers occupy an area of 0.216 nm² and could adopt tilt angles of γ~13°. The βphase is characterized by a point-on-line incommensurate

4
0

0
n

with parameter n close to 8

and eight molecules per unit cell. The monomers occupy an area of 0.288 nm² and adopt tilt
angles of 33–49°[39]. SAMs prepared from the gas phase are characterized by the absence of αphase domains. Instead, the largest part of the substrate surface is covered with β-phase
domains. Moreover, domains of a slightly distorted β-phase were observed and identified. This
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phase can be described by a

4
−1

0
+1

lattice with n close to 8. Typical domains sizes for

SAMs prepared either from DMF-based solution or from the gas phase are 10-100 nm. It has
been found that SAMs prepared from gas phase are much better suited for STM experiments as
they are completely free of mobile impurities or adsorbates that can lead to unstable imaging
conditions. In the context of the investigation of cross-linking, TPT SAMs prepared from gas
phase should, due to their structural analogy, constitute representive systems for TPT SAMs
prepared from DMF-based solvent.

4.3

STM Study of Cross-Linking

In this section, STM data on the initial stage of cross-linking is presented and discussed in the
first place, allowing for observing the influence of the electron impact on the local, molecular
level and for deducing elementary mechanisms of cross-linking. Afterwards, the evolution of
the monolayer towards the fully cross-linked state is investigated and the structural
transformation associated with this is studied.

4.3.1 The Initial Stage of Cross-Linking
It is expected that the investigation of the initial stage of cross-linking will reveal deeper insight
into the effect of the electron impact at the local molecular level. If the electron dose is so low
that the monolayer is only slightly modified, i.e. the probability of each single monomer to be
modified by the impinging electrons is low, the state of the irradiated monolayer is expected to
resemble the pristine state, with the difference that pristine monolayer sections include
modified spots which are spatially randomly dispersed and isolated from one another. Figure
4.6 compares STM data of pristine and slightly irradiated monolayer surfaces. All samples were

prepared from the gas phase (see section 3.1.4). Figure 4.6 (a) shows the pristine TPT
monolayer surface, which is characterized by β-phase domains of different orientations with
respect to the underlying gold substrate. The bright protrusions in the center and left side of
the image represent gold islands covered by TPT molecules in the same arrangement
compared to the respective adjacent phase domains. Figure 4.6 (b) shows a surface section of
the same sample that was exposed to 1 keV electrons by using the SEM with a dose of
0.5 mC/cm². It should be noted that the displayed images do not show the same sample
location. The electron exposure causes the presence of coherent, depressed areas of various
sizes within the domains (hereafter referred to as dark spots). Some spots are highlighted by
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white arrows. Those darrk spots have never been observed in non-ir
irradiated monolayer
sections. Figure 4.6 (c) shoows a high-magnification image of the same sam
mple where the dark
spots were imaged with less stable imaging conditions. Figure 4.6 (d) shows a monolayer
surface irradiated with 500 eV electrons using the flood-gun. Dark spots are
a also visible here,
indicating that 50 eV elect
ctrons have a similar influence on the monolayeer as 1 keV electrons.
However, only limited ST
TM data are available for monolayer surfaces irradiated
ir
with 50 eV
electrons. Therefore, the dark
d
spots are characterized in more detail with
th reference to Figure
4.6 (b).

Figure 4.6: STM data contrastting (a) the pristine monolayer surface (U=+1.0V, I=30ppA) and (b) an adjacent
surface section that was irradiiated with 1 keV electrons with a dose of 0.5 mC/cm²². Tunneling parameters:
(U=+0.45V, I=70pA). The pres
esence of coherent, dark spots is observed (highlighted byy white arrows). Domain
boundaries are highlighted by grey,
g
dashed lines. (c) High-magnification STM image (U=
=+0.45V, I=70pA) of the
dark spots observed in (b). (d)) High-magnification STM image (U=+1.0V, I=10pA) of a monolayer surface that
was irradiated with 50 eV electr
trons with the same dose used in (b), showing the presencee of dark spots as well. All
data was acquired by using SA
AMs prepared from the gas phase (see section 3.1.4). Alll images were cross-talk
corrected.
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For this, their spatial distribution, their size distribution, and their (apparent) mean depth with
respect to the SAM-ambient interface were evaluated using the STM image shown in Figure
4.6 (b)

and by marking the spots (green) by employing the Mark by Segmentation-function of

gwyddion 2.41. The marked image is shown in Figure 4.7 (a); the aforementioned distributions
are shown in Figure 4.7 (b)-(d). Only the spots inside the phase domains were marked, whereas
the domain boundaries were omitted. The size distribution of the dark spots (see Figure 4.7 b)
is plotted as a function of the spot area, which is represented in units of 0.288 nm²,
corresponding to the molecular area in the β-phase. The size distribution is characterized by
decay towards large areas and an average size of 5–6 molecular areas. The distribution seems to
peak at two molecular areas, but spots up to 33 molecular areas in size can be observed. It
should be noted that due to the overlap of smaller spots larger spots may also occur. To
determine the size distribution of the spots more precisely, a larger STM dataset is required.
The spatial distribution of the dark spots (see Figure 4.7 c) was evaluated by dividing the STM
image into equal sections (see inset) and then counting the number of spots in each section.
The spatial distribution can be approximated by a Poisson distribution (black, dashed line),
indicating that the dark spots are random and independent of each other. To gain a higher
statistical significance, however, a larger STM data set is required. It should also be taken into
account that spots of smaller size can overlap, thus distorting the determination of their lateral
distribution. The areal spot number density is

d•€
$xV

≈ 2 ± 1 × 1012 cm-2 with an estimated

measurement uncertainty of 50 %. Notice that the counting accuracy of smaller spots less
than 3 molecules may be lower compared to larger spots. The mean depth distribution of the
dark spots (see Figure 4.7 (d)) was obtained by determining the mean depth for every dark spot
with respect to the SAM/ambient interfacial area. This was done by averaging the measured
depth for each individual pixel. The mean depth distribution is characterized by a pronounced
increase at small areas and a level-off behavior towards large areas. The data were analyzed by
using an empirical fit according to Equation 4.1 (black, dashed line). However, the STM
generally does not measure the physical height of surface features as both topographical and
electronic variations of the sample surface can influence the tunneling current. Figure 4.7 (d)
reveals that the measured depth of small spots is lower compared to large spots. This may be
due to the finite size of the tip apex or due to the finite reaction speed of the feedback control
system. For large spot areas, the measured depth is 1.4 ± 0.1 Å.
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Figure 4.7: Characteristics of the
th electron irradiation-induced dark spots. (a) The STM image shown in Figure
4.6 (b) was evaluated by using the
t Mark by Segmentation-function in gwyddion v.2.41. (bb) Size distribution of the
dark spots, plotted as a functioon of the molecular area in the β-phase. (c) Lateral distrib
ibution of the dark spots,
approximated by a Poisson-dis
istribution (black, dashed line) with parameter t = 2.6. Thhe sectioning of the STM
image is shown in the inset. (d)
( Apparent mean depth of the dark spots with respec
ect to the SAM/ambientinterfacial area as a function of
o the depression area. The data was fitted empirically acccording to Equation 4.1
(black, dashed line).

It is reasonable to assum
me that the dark spots are due to electron irradiation-induced
modifications of the mon
nolayer, i.e. modifications of the carbonaceous
us matrix and/or the
sulfur-gold interface. As discussed
d
in section 2.3.5, it is expected that local
ally cross-linked spots
within the TPT layer will appear
a
as depressions in STM images and that th
he major contribution
to the STM image contrasst will result from the cleavage of S−Au bonds. The
T STM data allows
d•€
for estimating the cross-se
section ydu
‚ wƒ

„.

for the S−Au bonds to be cleavved by an impinging

electron based on the areaa fraction of the dark spots:
d•€
ydu
‚ wƒ

Here, •

B* $xV

„.

= •

B* $xV

× N ⁄H

Equation 4.2

denotes thee area fraction of the dark spots, H the applied ele
lectron dose and N the

elementary charge.
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The area fraction of the dark spots is •
10u&‡ cm².

B* $xV

= 3.2 ± 0.7%,

In this context the measurement error of •

B* $xV

d•€
which gives ydu
‚ wƒ

„.

= 1.0 ± 0.3 ×

was estimated to 20% of the total

value. This value is in good agreement with the cross-section of the S−Au bonds to be cleaved
Š‹d
by the impingement of 1 keV electrons, i.e. ydu
‚ wƒ

„.

= 1.2 ± 0.2 × 10u&‡ cm²,

which was derived

from XPS data (see section 4.1.2). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the dark spots
observed in the STM images represent areas of cleaved S−Au bonds. It should be noted that the
STM data allows an estimate of the areal number density of cleaved S−Au bonds rather than
the (projected) areal number density of, for example, rehybridized carbon centers or cleaved
C−H bonds. This is due to the fact that there is only one S−Au bond, but 13 carbon centers per
monomer. Provided that the dark spots represent areas characterized by cleaved S−Au bonds,
we have to answer the question why the cleavage of S−Au bonds is not evenly distributed over
the monolayer. This would probably lead to the presence of molecular-sized spots in the STM
images which are randomly distributed. However, the existence of extensive coherent spots
with areas of up to several tens of molecules is observed instead. The appearance of dark spots
upon electron irradiation may be explained by the propagation of radical polymerization
reactions through the carbonaceous matrix of the monolayer, as previously proposed by
Amiaud et al. based on HREELS data and irradiation experiments with 6 eV primary electrons
(see section 2.2.1). These reactions may be initiated by the impact of impinging electrons,
which produce the first radical and can be terminated after several propagation steps. Crosslinking of the carbonaceous matrix can then be accompanied by the cleavage of S−Au bonds,
which gives the observed contrast in the STM images (see section 2.3.5). It is reasonable to
assume that each dark spot represents a completed radical chain reaction initiated by the
impact of a single electron. Since the monolayer has been homogeneously irradiated, it can be
expected that independent chain reactions are initiated at random locations within the
molecular layer, which is in good agreement with the Poisson-like areal distribution of the dark
spots. In this context, the propagation of the chain reactions can be linear or in a rather
ramified way, as highlighted in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.8 (a) also shows the high-magnification STM
image shown in Figure 4.6 (c). Figure 4.8 (b) and (c) schematically show the potential
propagation pathways through the monolayer: linear (b) and ramified (c). However, the
available STM data do not allow this hypothesis to be further clarified.
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Figure 4.8: Potential chain reaction
r
pathways that may lead to dark spots of obbserved shape. (a) High
magnification STM image show
wn in Figure 4.6 (c) as well. (b) and (c) Potential propagatio
ion pathways through the
monolayer; linear (b) and ramif
ified (c).

According to Amiaud et aal.[14], cross-linking within a TPT SAM can bee achieved via radical
chain reactions starting wiith a resonant EA process at 6 eV. The formation
n of the first radicals,
which initiates chain react
ctions, can then proceed via electronic rearrangem
ement or via DEA. As
the irradiation was perfoormed with 6 eV primary electrons, i.e. below the ionization and
excitation thresholds, EA sshould be the major mechanism causing chemica
cal transformations of
the monolayer[113],[114]. Thherefore, other electron-molecule interactions that
th could lead to the
formation of the first radic
icalized were excluded[14]. The first ionization pootential of benzene is
9.3 eV and the ionization potential
p
of naphthalene is 8.2 eV[115]. TPT on Au(111) can therefore
have the first ionization potential between 6 eV and 9 eV. However
er, as the irradiation
experiments in this work were carried out with 50 eV and 1 keV PEs (thhe formation of dark
spots was observed for booth PE energies, see Figure 4.6), all electron-indduced fragmentation
pathways must be consideered in the first place. Nevertheless, the STM data
d suggests that the
impinging electrons initiaate radical chain reactions within the monolayer, and these processes
may also account for cro
ross-linking induced by electron irradiation off aromatic SAMs in
general, as already mention
oned by Amiaud et al.[14]
In the following, it is assum
umed that the dark spots observed in the STM im
mages result from the
generation of one (first) raadical each, which then initiate radical chain reacctions. To investigate
the potential contribution of the emitted 6 eV SE to the formation of the first
fi radicals, the areal
number density of the darrk spots observed in the STM image shown in Figure
F
4.6 (b),

d•€
$xV

, is
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compared with the expected areal number density of reactive EA events deduced from
HREELS data (see below),

•ŽŒŒ•d
BŒ

. Reactive EA events are defined as EA events that eventually

lead to the formation of at least one intermolecular carbon-carbon bond.

•ŽŒŒ•d
BŒ

can be

•ŽŒŒ•d
estimated by employing the estimated reactive EA cross-section yBŒ
~ 1.2 × 10u&‘ cm² ,

introduced by Amiaud et al. based on the observed loss of aromaticity (see section 2.2.1).

The expected areal number density of reactive EA events is estimated by employing the
following equation:
•ŽŒŒ•d
BŒ

=

dŒ,‘ ’

×

•ŽŒŒ•d
yBŒ
“jxƒ

Equation 4.3

where “jxƒ denotes the area occupied by a single molecule in the β-phase, which is
0.288 nm²[39] and

dŒ,‘ ’

denotes the areal number density of SEs emitted within the window of

the resonance, i.e. with kinetic energies of 6.0 ± 1.5 eV[14].
dŒ,‘ ’

can be determined by employing the following equation:
dŒ,‘ ’

= ”;• × UdŒ,‘

’

×

Equation 4.4

‹Œ

where SEY denotes the PE kinetic energy-dependent secondary electron yield, UdŒ,‘ ’ the
fraction of the overall distribution of SE produced within the window of the resonance, and H‹Œ
the PE areal number density.

The SEY for incident 1 keV PE impinging on gold surfaces was determined by Gonzales et al.,
which gives 1.65 for a clean surface and 1.85 for a contaminated surface[116]. UdŒ,‘ ’ was

graphically estimated to 5–10 % by Houplin et al.[53] for 50 eV PE impact. This value should be
similar in case of 1 keV PE impact, since the low-energy tail of the SE energy distribution does
not change significantly with the increase in the PE kinetic energy[117].
dividing the applied PE dose H‹Œ by the elementary charge e, yielding
cmuJ /N = 3.1 ± 0.7 × 10&˜ cmJ

. Accordingly,

dŒ,‘ ’

is estimated to

‹Œ
‹Œ

is derived by

= 0.5 ± 0.1 mC ×

4.1 ± 1.7 × 10&™ cmuJ

. The

expected areal number density of reactive EA events upon 1 keV electron exposure with a dose
of 0.5 mC/cm² is therefore
d•€
$xV

= 2.0 ± 1.0 × 10&J cmuJ .

•ŽŒŒ•d
BŒ

= 1.7 ± 0.7 × 10&š cmuJ ,

which should be compared with

The comparison of the areal number densities shows that

roughly one order of magnitude lower than

BŒ

d•€
$xV

. This result appears counterintuitive, as

is
BŒ

was derived from the reactive EA cross-section determined from the HREELS data[14].
Assuming that each dark spot is created upon formation of a TPT monomer radical,

d•€
$xV

is
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expected to be equal to or higher than

•ŽŒŒ•d
BŒ

, especially since further reaction pathways, such

as neutral dissociation (ND) and/or dissociative ionization (DI) may contribute to the
formation of radicalized monomers at higher energies[118]. It must be pointed out that,
•ŽŒŒ•d
however, the reactive EA cross-section yBŒ
was overestimated by Amiaud et al.[14] by

neglecting the propagation of radical chain reactions. HREELS data show that 6 eV electron
irradiation with a dose of 50 electrons per molecule leads to a 47–53% decrease of the aromatic
C−H stretching feature. As one TPT monomer has 13 aromatic C−H groups, on average 6–7
aromatic carbon centers are converted to aliphatic carbon centers after irradiation. Without
taking into account the propagation of radical chain reactions, i.e. only the reaction between
two monomers is considered (see Figure 2.4), the creation of one radical center leads to the
formation of two aliphatic groups. Assuming that each DEA event leads to a reaction with an
adjacent monomer, on average 3 DEA events per monomer are required to cause the observed
~50% loss of aromaticity. Considering that every monomer is irradiated by 50 electrons and
•ŽŒŒ•d
occupies an area of ~20 Å², the reactive EA cross-section is therefore yBŒ
~ 1.2 × 10u&‘ cm².

The theoretical considerations by Amiaud et al. are extended in the following by considering
the propagation of radical chain reactions: When considering the propagation with an average
of n monomers involved, every DEA event should cause the formation of 2n-2 aliphatic groups
within the monolayer (see Figure 4.9), which means that n-1 times more aliphatic groups are
created compared to the case when neglecting the propagation. Therefore, the reactive EA
[14]
•ŽŒŒ•d
cross-section yBŒ
~ 1.2 × 10u&‘ cm² estimated by Amiaud et al.
must be divided by (n-1),

which leads to

•ŽŒŒ•d ( )
yBŒ
~

1.2 × 10u&‘ cm²
−1

Equation 4.5

The STM data indicates that n = 5–6 monomers are involved in the radical chain reactions on
•ŽŒŒ•d
average, which leads to yBŒ

then for estimating

•ŽŒŒ•d
BŒ

= 5– 6 ~ 2.2 ± 0.3 × 10u&‡ cm². Employing

= 5– 6 ~ 3.8 ± 1.9 × 10&J cm².

Equation 4.3 allows

This value is in good agreement with

the areal number density of the dark spots observed in the STM image shown in Figure 4.6 (b),
which is

d•€
$xV

= 2.0 ± 1.0 × 10&J cmuJ .

Hence, the present data indicates that the dark spots

observed in the STM images were created by one EA event each, followed by the creation of the
first radical.
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Figure 4.9: Schematic illustratio
ion showing that the propagation of radical chain reaction
ns involving n monomers
is expected to cause the formattion of 2n-2 aliphatic groups (highlighted in red). This hyypothesis is based on the
proposed mechanisms for electtron induced loss of aromaticity going along with cross-lin
inking within a TPT SAM
[14]
starting with electron attachmeent at 6 eV . The gray shaded area is to be substituted to accommodate for the
different initiators (routes (a) or (b), see Figure 2.4).

As previously discussed, EA
E could be the major mechanism that causes thee initiation of radical
chain reactions with 5–6 TPT monomers involved on average, which apppear as dark spots in
the STM images. It should
ld be noted, however, that the contribution of other
o
(non-resonant)
scattering processes[118], which
w
may lead to the formation of first raddicalized monomers,
cannot be excluded, since the irradiation experiments in this work were performed
p
with 50 eV
and 1 keV electrons. In paarticular, HREELS data indicates that electron impact ionization plays
a significant role in the chemical
ch
transformation of the carbonaceous maatrix associated with
hydrogen loss under 50 eV
V electron impact, with impact electronic excitati
tion contributing only
marginally (see section 2.2.1).
2
On the contrary, the data indicates thaat reactive processes
induced by the low-energyy SEs seem to contribute only marginally to hydrrogen loss. Following
the radical chain reaction
n mechanism proposed by Amiaud et al., howeever, chain reactions
may propagate nearly with
thout hydrogen loss, which is due to the partial rehybridization
re
of the
carbon centers from sp² to
t sp3. Hence, the significance of electron impaact ionization for the
creation of the first radicaals which can initate radical chain reactions is not
n clear. Finally, the
agreement between the arreal number densities

•ŽŒŒ•d
BŒ

and

d•€
$xV

indicatess that EA must not be

neglected when estimatin
ng which processes are contributing to the crreation of molecular
radicals in the TPT monollayer.
4.3.1.1 Proposal for Posssible Chain Termination Mechanisms
Possible mechanisms leadiing to the termination of the radical chain reactio
ions are not discussed
in the literature[14] and thee STM data does not provide any information. Hoowever, assumptions
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about possible mechanisms can be made. By presuming the creation of isolated molecular
radicals that initiate chain reactions within the monolayer, it is assumed that termination by
recombination of two radicals makes only a marginal contribution as long as the respective
chain reactions propagate well-separated from each other in the SAM. It should be noted that
the SAM monomers are bound to the substrate and thus almost immobilized, which
distinguishes the current type of 2D chemistry from conventional chemical reactions in the gas
or liquid phase.
We propose two different potential chain termination mechanism: i) Termination occurs due
to steric hindrance of the cross-linked molecular island. It is expected that the cross-linking
between two adjacent molecules will be accompanied by molecular reorientations. While single
molecules should have sufficient translational and rotational degrees of freedom, cross-linking
between several molecules can lead to reduced mobility of the monomer constituting the
reaction front. ii) Termination occurs upon contraction of the cross-linked molecular island
due to the formation of intermolecular covalent bonds. After several propagation steps, the
front radical is separated by a gap from adjacent pristine molecules, thus terminating the
propagation.
4.3.1.2 Alternative Interpretation of the Dark Spots
As discussed previously, the dark spots observed in the STM images can be ascribed to locally
cross-linked segments of the monolayer, which are accompanied by S−Au bond cleavage. In
this section, however, two alternative interpretations of the dark spots are discussed – first, the
dark spots result from an irradiation-induced reconstruction of the underlying gold substrate,
in particular from the formation of gold vacancy islands in the topmost Au(111) layer, and
second, the dark spots result from the desorption of single TPT molecules and/or molecular
fragments induced by electron irradiation and the subsequent reorientation of adjacent
monomers. Figure 4.10 visualizes the two types of electron-induced modifications of the
TPT/Au(111) system under consideration, which could be represented by dark spots in STM
images.
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Figure 4.10: Schematic overvie
iew of two alternative interpretations of the dark spots.. a) Gold vacancy islands
within the first gold layer. b)) Desorption of single molecules and/or molecular fraagments and subsequent
reorientation of the adjacent moonomers.

a) Gold vacancy islandss, often referred to as etch pits, are typically formed during the
adsorption of alkanethioll SAMs on Au(111)[119],[120],[121],[122]. The assignmeent of the dark spots
to the irradiation-inducedd formation of gold vacancy islands only makes sense
s
if, regardless of
the underlying mechanism
m, the depth of the vacancy islands is ~0.24 Å, which
w
corresponds to
the theoretical height of a single Au(111) gold layer[109],[111] as well as the height
h
of the Au(111)
step edges measured by ST
TM. In this model (see Figure 4.10 (a)), the TPT monolayer is still in
its pristine state, resultin
ng in a nearly topographical contrast in the STM
S
images. Lateral
variations of the electronic
ic structure of the monolayer-substrate system thhat result from crosslinking are not consider
ered here. Since the tip radius of the STM probe prepared by
electrochemical etching is typically several nanometers or tens of nanoometers[123], it is not
surprising that the depth of
o small depressions can be measured less accurrately than the depth
of large ones. However, it is expected that the saturation value of the fit
itting curve shown in
Figure 4.7 (d) will providde a reliable value for the mean depth of largge-area vacancies. In
contrast to the theoreticall depth of ~0.24 Å of Au vacancy islands, the saaturation value of the
fitting curve was determiined to be 0.14 ± 0.01 nm, which is significantl
tly different from the
theoretical value.
The assignment of the daark spots to gold vacancy islands is in further contradiction to the
absence of Au adatom isla
lands in the vicinity of the spots as well as to thee unchanged shape of
the Au step edge contourss after the irradiation process. Since gold vacancy
cy islands can only be
formed by the ejection off Au atoms from the topmost gold layer, it is exp
xpected that these Au
atoms would either diffusse into the adjacent region of the depressions and
a possibly coalesce
into Au adatom islands, or
o would diffuse to the surrounding step edges of
o the gold substrate
during or after irradiation
n. It must be considered, however, that the laterall diffusion of the gold
adatoms should be inhib
ibited by the chemisorbed monolayer. As men
entioned above, gold
vacancy islands typically emerge during the adsorption of alkanethioll SAMs on Au(111),
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which is a consequence of release of Au atoms mediated by the herringbone relaxation[122].
Here, the adatoms merge with the surrounding step edges, which is why gold adatom islands
are typically not observed for alkanethiol SAMs on gold. In contrast, the morphology of
arenethiol-SAMs is typically characterized by the presence of only very few vacancy islands,
where gold adatom islands are formed as a consequence of an increased diffusion barrier and
of a resulting decrease in the mobility of surface Au atoms[109].
Within the experiments for this thesis, electron exposure of TPT SAMs on Au(111) was not
accompanied by the formation of additional gold adatom islands. The STM image sequences
presented in Figure 4.11 show the same sample position before (left) and after the first
irradiation step (right) by SEM. The SAMs were irradiated with electron doses of 0.3 mC/cm²
(upper sequence) and 2.0 mC/cm² (lower sequence), respectively.
From the measured mean depth of the dark spots of only 0.14 ± 0.01 nm and the absence of
gold adatom islands after electron exposure it can be concluded that the observed dark spots
cannot be assigned to gold vacancy islands.
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Figure 4.11: STM overview sca
cans of TPT SAMs before and after 1 keV electron expoosure by SEM. The SAM
shown in the upper image sequ
quence (cross-talk corrected) was prepared from the gas phase
p
(see section 3.1.4).
Tunneling parameter: (U=+0..4V, I=30 pA). The SAM shown in the lower image sequence
s
(not cross-talk
corrected) prepared from DM
MF-based solution (see section 3.1.3). Tunneling param
meter: (left: U=+0.45 V,
I=30 pA, right: U=-1.2 V, I=300 pA). The applied doses are displayed in the upper leftt corners. The irradiation
process is apparently not accoompanied by the formation of gold adatom islands. Thee white protrusion in the
upper right corner of the 2 mC//cm²-irradiated SAM is due to interactions of the sample surface
s
with the scanning
probe.

b) Desorption of SAM maaterial. The evolution of the carbon content of arromatic SAMs during
electron irradiation is discussed
d
in section 2.2.3. XPS data obtained in this thesis (see
section 4.1.1) indicates a loss
lo of the carbon content by a few percent after exposing
e
the SAM to
electron doses less than 5 mC/cm². The area percentage of the dark spoots shown in Figure
4.6 (b)

is ~3.2%, which is close
c
to the value for the reduction of the carboon content. However,

the dark spots do not apppear to represent empty voids within the monola
layer, but still contain
molecular constituents. Thhis is illustrated by Figure 4.12, which shows a thrree-dimensional view
of a selected spot. How
wever, the desorption of individual moleculees and/or molecular
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fragments, accompanied by
b an orientational collapse of surrounding molecules (see Figure
4.10 (b)) as a result of a loca
cally reduced areal molecular density cannot be exxcluded.

Figure 4.12: 3D view of one sele
lected depression with larger area. Molecular corrugationss are still visible, yet more
disordered compared to the pris
istine SAM. The desorption of single molecular moieties caannot be excluded.

There are two reasons whhy a local orientational collapse of the monomerrs can appear as dark
spots in STM images: a) the
t tilt angles of the monomers are locally incre
reased (topographical
contrast), and b) the coorrelation between the molecular orientation, the areal molecular
density, and the local woork function leads to a local increase of the tunneling
tu
barrier. To
exclude the first point, AFFM experiments should be performed. Case b) is discussed in more
detail below.
The correlation between the
t molecular orientation, the areal molecular density,
d
and the local
work function has been reecently investigated by Biere et al.[124] using KPFM
M and TPT SAMs on
Au(111) and Ag(111). A schematic
sc
diagram illustrating this correlation is shown
s
in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Correlation betweeen the areal density of the molecules, the molecular orientation
o
and the work
function of the sample. The loc
ocal decrease of the molecular area density leads to a struuctural collapse, which is
accompanied by an increase off the
t tilt angle of the concerned molecules. It is expected thaat the local collapse of the
molecules will result in the apppearance of depressions in the STM images for two reas
asons: 1) the topographic
contrast due to the local increas
ase of the inclination angle, and 2) the electronic contrast,t, due to the local increase
of the work function and conseq
equently the local increase of the tunneling barrier (see textt for details).

The local work function of a sample surface, ΦaŸ®¯°¥ can be modified by the presence of
adsorbate molecules. It caan be written as the sum of the local work funct
ction of the adsorbate
layer, ΦŸ

a¡¢£Ÿ¤¥

, and the metal substrate, Φ®¥¤Ÿ° , that is, ΦaŸ®¯°¥ = ΦŸ

SAMs, the work function of the monolayer, Φ§¨© (= ΦŸ

a¡¢£Ÿ¤¥ ),

a¡¢£Ÿ
a¡¢£Ÿ¤¥

+ Φ®¥¤Ÿ°

[124]

.

For

is a functi
tion of the molecular

dipole moment, in partic
icular, a function of the component perpendic
icular to the sample
surface, ∆µ. Furthermore,, Φ§¨© depends on the area per molecule, A. Φ§¨© can be written as
Φ§¨© = eΔµ⁄ε: A

[124]

.

The molecular
m
dipole Δµ is split up into two compponents: the sulfur-

substrate bond, µ¬-¥® , andd the effective aromatic moiety, µ± . Hence, Δµ = µ± + µ¬-¥® , where µ±
depends on the tilt angle φ of the molecules.

As already shown by Biere
re et al.[124], the local work function for densely packed
p
phases of TPT
on Au(111) is significan
ntly lower (~300 meV) compared to less den
nsely packed phases.
Desorption of SAM materrial, as schematically shown in Figure 4.10 (b), may therefore yield an
electronic contrast in STM
M images due to the local decrease of Δµ and thee local decrease of the
areal monomer density, which
w
leads to the appearance of dark spots in (constant-current)

STM images (see Figure 4.13). Further investigations may include atomic force microscopy
(AFM) experiments, which
ch provide almost pure topographic contrast, andd KPFM experiments,
which measure the local working function within the dark spots and within
w
the unaffected
areas of the monolayer surrface.
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4.3.2 Evolution towards the Fully Cross-Linked State
The previously presented STM results provide information about electron-induced
modifications of the TPT monolayer-substrate system at the initial stage of cross-linking. In
the following, the STM data on the evolution of the monolayer-substrate system towards a fully
cross-linked monolayer is presented and discussed.
4.3.2.1 Reduction of the Structural Order
XPS data indicates that the 50 eV and 1 keV electron irradiation-induced loss of molecular
order in TPT SAMs on Au(111) is most pronounced for irradiation doses less than 10 mC/cm²
(see section 4.1.1). The STM data presented in this section is in agreement with this finding.
Figure 4.14 displays STM scans of (a) the pristine monolayer surface, (b)-(d) monolayers that
were exposed to doses of 2.5, 10, and 25 mC/cm², respectively. All samples were prepared from
DMF-based solution and irradiated with 50 eV electrons. The pristine SAM (a) is characterized
by the presence of phase domains of high molecular order, as discussed thoroughly in
section 4.2.1. Some domain sizes range from 10 to 100 nm. Domain boundaries are highlighted
by black lines. Moreover, the image reveals the presence of Au adatom islands which are
covered with TPT molecules. The irradiated SAM shown in (b) is characterized by the presence
of dark spots that may be ascribed to locally cross-linked areas of the monolayer, which have
evolved through the propagation of radical chain reactions (see section 4.3.1). Electron
exposure with a dose of 10 mC/cm² (c) leads to a significant reduction of the long-range order
of the monolayer. The surface is characterized by small but well-ordered phase domains (some
are framed by green lines) with sized typically less than 10 nm. The internal molecular
structure is similar to the structures observed in the pristine SAM, indicating that the
corresponding areas were only slightly affected during electron exposure. The domains appear
to be “embedded” in a rather amorphous matrix (some parts are framed by blue lines) that
could not be resolved molecularly. This matrix appears darker compared to the bright, wellordered domains, which indicates that these areas were subject to rather significant crosslinking. In the pristine SAM, ordered domains are separated by domain boundaries, which also
appear darker in STM images but are only ~2 nm wide and are still characterized by a relatively
high degree of molecular order. Here, molecular phase domains are separated by apparently
amorphous areas that are 5-10 nm wide. Electron irradiation with a dose of 25 mC/cm² (d)
apparently leads to a complete loss of long- and short-range molecular order. Molecular phase
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domains that are identical or similar to pristine phase domains could not be observed.
However, the surface morphology is still characterized by brighter areas of 5-10 nm in size
(framed by green, dashed lines), separated by darker structures of branched shape (framed by
blue, dashed lines). The brighter appearance can be explained by a certain residual molecular
order. As indicated by (c) and discussed in detail in section 2.3.5, monolayer areas that were
more affected by electron exposure should appear darker in constant-current STM images.
XPS data also indicates a certain residual order after electron exposure at 25 mC/cm², since the
conformational and orientational order of the monolayer still shows a certain tendency to
decrease when the irradiation dose is increased from 25 mC/cm² to 50 mC/cm² (see
section 4.1.1).
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Figure 4.14: Structural evolutio
ion of the monolayer upon 50 eV electron exposure. SAMs were prepared from
DMF-based solution. (a) The prristine TPT SAM is characterized by the presence of highly
ly-ordered phase domains
and Au adatom islands coveredd by TPT molecules. Tunneling parameter: (U=+1.0V, I=330pA) The image is crosstalk corrected. (b) Electron expposure with a dose of 2.5 mC/cm² causes the formation of
o dark spots. Tunneling
parameter: (U=-1.2V, I=10pA)). The image is not cross-talk corrected. (c) Exposing the monolayer
m
to 10 mC/cm²
causes a significant reduction of
o the long-range molecular order. Ordered phase domain
ins with sizes < 10 nm are
still visible (marked by green lines).
li
The domains are surrounded by darker areas of low
w order (marked by blue
lines) that may be ascribed to rather cross-linked parts of the monolayer. Tunnelin
ng parameter: (U=-1.2V,
I=10pA). The image is not crosss-talk corrected. (d) Electron exposure to 25 mC/cm² cauuses the loss of long- and
short-range order. However, some
so residual order might be left as indicates by brighter
er parts of the monolayer
(green), surrounded by darkerr parts (blue) of branched shape. Tunneling parameter: (U=-1.2V,
(
I=10pA). The
image is not cross-talk corrected
ed.

The STM data shown in Figure 4.15 supports the previous observations regarding
r
the loss of
long-range molecular ordeer upon electron exposure. Electron exposure byy SEM with a dose of
2 mC/cm² led to a signific
icant reduction of the average phase domain size
ze. Figure 4.15 (a) and
(b) show the pristine SA
AM surface, revealing the presence of rather large
la
phase domains
(primarily β-phase domaains). Some domain boundaries are marked byy green lines in (a).
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Figure 4.15 (c) and (d) show
s
the monolayer at the same sample locat
ation (see the nearly
preserved contours of thee Au step edges) after electron irradiation. The monolayer structure is
now characterized by smaaller domains (< 10 nm) similar or equal to thee β-phase and some
without an additional supeerstructure (marked by green lines in (c)).

Figure 4.15: Reduction of the regular
r
phase domain size upon 1 keV electron exposure with
w a dose of 2 mC/cm².
The STM images were acquireed at the same sample location before and after electron exposure. The SAM was
prepared from DMF-based solu
lution. (a),(b) Pristine SAM surface with regular phase dom
mains being 10-100 nm in
size. Some domain boundarie
ies are marked in green. Tunneling parameter: (U=+4550 mV, I=30pA). (c),(d)
Irradiated monolayer surface, characterized
c
by smaller phase domains (< 10 nm). Somee domain boundaries are
marked in green. Tunneling par
arameter: (U=-1.2 V, I=30pA). The images are not cross-tallk corrected.

4.3.2.2 Formation of Subb-Nanometer-Sized Voids
Carbon Nanomembranes from TPT precursor molecules have shown a high
h performance for
selective water permeation
n, according to Yang et al.[9], whereby the preseence of intrinsic subnanometer-sized channels
ls within the fully cross-linked TPT monolayerr could be the cause.
Cross-linking was perforrmed with 50 eV electrons and a dose of 50 mC/cm². The water
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molecules can pass througgh these pores, whereas other substances are effi
ficiently blocked. The
size and area density of th
he pores were estimated based on AFM measureements[9], yielding an
estimated pore diameter of
o 0.7 ± 0.1 nm and an areal pore density of 0.7 × 10
1 18 m-2.
Sub-nanometer-sized void
ids, which could be a preliminary stage for pores
es, were found in this
work for partially cross-lin
inked TPT monolayers. Figure 4.16 (a) shows an irradiated
i
monolayer
surface (50 eV, 10 mC/cm²). One void is framed by a black, dashed circlle. The voids may be
surrounded by less ordereed molecular constituents/ moieties. The molecuular layer itself is still
characterized by a certain
n residual order in the form of small regular doomains, typically less
than 10 nm in size (see Figgure 4.14 (c)). The measured depth of the voids is ~0.1 nm (see Figure
4.16 (b)). It should be noteed that the true depth of the voids cannot be meaasured accurately due

to the finite sharpness off the STM tip. The presence of voids can probabbly be explained by a
local variation in the areal
al molecular density caused by irradiation-induce
ced local contractions
of the monolayer as a resul
ult of cross-linking.

Figure 4.16: Formation of subb-nanometer-sized voids within the partially irradiated TPT monolayer (50 eV,
10 mC/cm²). The SAM was prepared
p
from DMF-based solution. (a) High-magnific
ication STM scan of the
monolayer surface (U=-1.2 V and
a I=10 pA). (b) Height profiles across the voids. The meeasured depth is ~0.1 nm.
The image is not cross-talk corrrected.

The presence of nanovooids is more pronounced after increasing thee irradiation dose to
25 mC/cm². Figure 4.17 (a)) shows the STM image previously presented in Figure 4.14 (b), postprocessed by using the continuous
co
wavelet transform-function of gwydddion v.2.41 (scale: 2
pixels, wavelet type: Gauss
ssian). This was to improve the visibility of the voids
v
and to facilitate
the marking of the voids by
b drawing the mask displayed in Figure 4.17 (b).. The mask allows the
determination of the lateeral distribution and the size distribution of th
he voids. The lateral
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distribution was approximated by a Poisson-distribution (see Figure 4.17 (c), red dashed line).
The data was evaluated by dividing the surface area into equal segments (see inset) and
counting the number of voids in each segment. However, it should be borne in mind that the
limited size of the STM image may not provide representative data of the entire monolayer
surface and therefore may not be of sufficient statistical significance. The observed deviation
from the fit may therefore be a consequence of lack of statistical significance or may be due to
structural influences of the monolayer, i.e. non-uniform cross-linking of the monolayer. Since
the irradiation dose has been set to only 50% of the dose required to convert the monolayer
into a fully cross-linked film, some fairly pristine molecular structures may still be present.
This hypothesis is supported by the observation that the voids are more likely located in the
darker regions (black arrows) of the image, while no voids are visible in the brighter regions
(white arrows). This is consistent with the previous observation (see Figure 4.14 (c)) that
monolayer areas with a certain residual molecular order appear brighter in STM images
compared to cross-linked areas. This suggests that the local areal void density correlates with
the monolayer molecular structure and that the void formation is directly attributed to crosslinking. The distribution of the equivalent void diameter was approximated by a Gaussian
distribution, yielding a void diameter of 0.5 ± 0.2 nm. The consistency between the void
diameter estimated here and the nanopore diameter of 0.7 ± 0.1 nm determined by Yang et al.
using AFM[9] suggests that the voids could be ascribed to pores. The mean depth of the voids
displayed in Figure 4.17 was derived from the applied mask and is 0.21 ± 0.02 nm. The areal
density of the voids is ~1.7 ∙ 1017 m-2. This value is approximately four times lower than the
areal pore density estimated in ref [9], which may be due to the higher irradiation dose used in
ref [9] and/or the fact that not all existing voids were covered by the mask shown in Figure
4.17 (b).

Unfortunately, the frequent occurence of imaging tip artifacts for highly-irradiated

samples (see section 4.3.3) prevented the acquisition of molecularly-resolved STM images of
fully cross-linked TPT monolayers (50 mC/cm²). It must be considered that the molecular
packing density may also influence the areal void density. As discussed in section 4.2.1, the
pristine SAM prepared from DMF-based solution is characterized by the presence of two
major molecular phase domains, i.e. α- and β-phase domains. The molecular area in the αphase is 0.216 nm² and in the β-phase is 0.288 nm². It is not known whether the cross-linked
film shown in Figure 4.17 (a) has evolved from an α- or β-phase domain or from both.
Molecular phase domains with sizes between 10 and 100 nm were observed in the pristine
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SAM (see section 4.2.1), whereas
w
the size of the STM image shown in Figure
F
4.17 (a) is only
50 nm.

Figure 4.17: Formation of sub--nanometer-sized voids within the partially irradiated TP
PT monolayer. The SAM
was prepared from solution. The
T irradiation was performed with 50 eV electrons andd an irradiation dose of
25 mC/cm². (a) STM scan of the
t monolayer surface (U=-1.2 V, I=10 pA). The image is also shown in Figure
4.14 (d). The image was post-pprocessed by using the 2D CWT-function of gwyddion 2.41
2 (see text for details).
Voids are preferentially locatedd in darker regions (black arrow), whereas brighter regionss (white arrow) are rather
free of voids. (b) The same imaage as shown in (a). The voids were marked by using thee Mark by Segmentationfunction of gwyddion. (c) Late
teral distribution of the voids. The fit displayed in red approximates
ap
the data by
following a Poisson-distribution
n with parameter λ = 3.7. The data was acquired by dividin
ing the STM image shown
in (b) into equal sections (inseet) and counting the number of voids in each section. (dd) Estimation of the void
diameter by calculating the equi
uivalent disk diameter, which is the diameter of circular voiids of similar area. The fit
displayed in red approximates
es the data by following a Gaussian distribution, reveaaling a void diameter of
0.5 ± 0.2 nm.

4.3.3 Tip Artifacts in Imaging
I
of Partially Cross-linked Monolayyers
When rough surfaces are imaged
i
by STM or AFM, the images often contai
ain three-dimensional
tip artifacts that directlyy reflect the shape of the tip[125]. The artifacts
ts appear as a set of
protrusions identical in siz
ize, shape and orientation and may therefore leaad to incorrect image
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interpretations. They may be caused by the presence of sharp features protruding out of the
sample surface and rastering the surface of the scanning probe tip. Whereas the acquisition of
STM data of pristine TPT SAMs has never been subject to tip artifact imaging within the scope
of this thesis, imaging of partially irradiated monolayer surfaces was typically accompanied by
imaging of tip artifacts. Two different image sequences comprising consecutive up- and downscans are shown in Figure 4.18. The monolayers were exposed to 50 eV electrons with doses of
0.1 mC/cm² (upper sequence) and 40 mC/cm² (lower sequence). The tip artifacts are
highlighted by black, dashed circles. The tip artifact pattern did not change in consecutive upand down-scans, indicating the presence of sharp features that remain unaltered during
scanning. As a general tendency, higher irradiation doses were accompanied by a higher areal
density of tip artifacts. Imaging of partially cross-linked monolayers (> 10 mC/cm²) was often
fully dominated by this effect. As imaging of pristine SAM surfaces has never been subject to
tip artifact imaging, the appearance of tip artifacts may be traced back to electron irradiationinduced structural modifications of the monolayer, accompanied by molecular moieties
protruding out of the monolayer surface. With increasing irradiation dose, TPT monolayers
become rougher and more amorphous. As a result, the molecular structure of monolayers that
had been irradiated with electron doses > 10 mC/cm² could only be resolved under exceptional
circumstances that might be traced back to particularly sharp tip states.
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Figure 4.18: Imaging of tip arti
tifacts on partially cross-linked monolayers. The artifact are
a highlighted by black,
dashed circles. The artifact patt
ttern remains unchanged in consecutive up and down scaans (highlighted by black
arrows). SAMs were irradiatedd with 50 eV electrons by applying a dose of 0.1 mC/cm²² (upper image sequence,
cross-talk corrected) and 40 mC
C/cm² (lower image sequence, not cross-talk corrected), reespectively.

4.3.4 Summary
Electron-induced cross-lin
inking of TPT SAMs on Au(111) on mica was studied by scanning
tunneling microscopy. SAMs were grown either by immersing Au substraates into a solution of
the TPT molecules dilutedd in DMF or from the gas phase under UHV con
nditions. SAMs were
irradiated either by emplooying an in-situ electron floodgun emitting 50 eV electrons, an energy
commonly used for cross--linking aromatic SAMs, or by employing the 1 keV
k rastering beam of
a SEM, constituting the minimum energy of the electron column. The STM
M/SEM combination
system may allow for acquuiring STM images of the same sample location
n before and after the
irradiation process, thus allowing
a
for studying the effect of the electron impact on the local
molecular scale by compar
arison of the respective images. However, due to tthe complexity of the
experimental procedure, no
n extensive data sets were acquired. Cross-linkking was investigated
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by varying the irradiation dose. First of all, the initial stage of cross-linking was studied by
irradiating the pristine SAM with a dose of 0.5 mC/cm², which corresponds to ~1 % of the total
dose required to achieve a fully cross-linked monolayer. The evolution of the monolayer
towards the nearly fully cross-linked state was studied by applying intermediate doses up to
25 mC/cm², which corresponds to ~50 % of the total dose for a fully cross-lined monolayer.
Unfortunately, STM data of the fully cross-linked monolayer could not be obtained due to
extensive tip artifact imaging.
At the initial stage of cross-linking, the irradiation with both 50 eV and 1 keV electrons leads to
the presence of coherent, depressed spots (dark spots) that are randomly distributed over the
whole surface and are apparently surrounded by the pristine monolayer. The size distribution
of the dark spots decreases towards large areas, where spots with an average size of 5–6
molecular areas were identified and spots with sizes up to 33 molecular areas in the respective
phases were also found. The measured depth of dark spots as a function of their area saturates
at 1.4 ± 0.1 Å. Based on this observation and on the absence of gold adatom islands, a
reconstruction of the underlying gold substrate into vacancy islands that could lead to the
appearance of dark spots is thus excluded. STM data indicates that the internal structure of the
dark spots appears to be of lower structural order compared to the pristine SAM, but the data
does not provide further insights into their structure. It cannot be excluded that the dark spots
in the STM images could also be caused by electron irradiation-induced desorption of
molecular constituents or fragments and the consequential structural collapse of the
surrounding molecules. However, the cross-section of TPT monomers derived from the XPS
data for the PEs subject to cleavage of the respective S−Au bond indicates that the dark spots
represent monolayer sections characterized by cleaved S−Au bonds. As the major contrast
mechanism in the STM images is believed to be due to an enhanced tunneling barrier at the
monolayer/substrate interface, the dark spots are ascribed to locally cross-linked islands within
the pristine monolayer. As the spots include up to several tens of molecules, it is suggested that
they may have evolved via radical chain reactions. The propagation of radical chain reactions
within TPT monolayers upon 6 eV electron irradiation was previously proposed based on the
observed aromaticity loss of 47-53 %[14]. Here, individual two-dimensional chain reactions are
initiated by creation of one monomer radical each. Monomer radicalization proceeds via
electron attachment at 6 eV, followed by the subsequent formation of a carbon radical center.
Chain reactions are accompanied by a partial loss of aromaticity due to partial rehybridization
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of the carbon centers from sp² to sp³ and propagate via formation of covalent carbon-carbon
bonds between rehybridized carbon centers on neighboring phenyl rings. The formation of
locally cross-linked islands within the TPT monolayer surfaces irradiated with 50 eV and 1 keV
PEs can therefore be caused by the 6 eV SEs emitted from the gold substrate. Indeed, the areal
number density of the dark spots observed in the STM images of the 1 keV electron-irradiated
monolayer surface is in good agreement with the expected areal number density of (secondary)
EA events at 6.0 eV, which is derived from the reactive EA cross-section previously calculated
by Amiaud et al.

[14]

divided by the factor n-1, where n = 5–6 is the average number of

monomers involved in chain reactions which was derived from the STM data. However, it
should be noted that the contribution of various electron-molecule primary interactions that
generate radicals such as neutral dissociation or dissociative ionization cannot be excluded. In
particular, it was estimated by Houplin et al.[53] that electron impact ionization is the major
mechanism leading to hydrogen loss upon 50 eV electron impact, whereas the contribution of
impact electronic excitation and the contribution of the 6 eV secondary electrons to the
chemical transformations associated with the hydrogen loss were estimated to be much
weaker. Following the proposed mechanisms, however, the propagation of radical chain
reactions occurs almost exclusively without hydrogen loss[14]. Therefore, electron attachment
may still play an essential role in the initiation of radical chain polymerization reactions.
However, there is still an inconsistency in spectroscopic data that needs to be clarified: While
6 eV electron irradiation leads to the observed aromaticity loss, no noticeable rehybridization
of the carbon centers was observed after irradiation with 50 eV electrons[53]. It is expected,
though, that the 6 eV SEs emitted from the Au substrate upon 50 eV electron exposure have the
same influence on the monolayer as 6 eV PEs. However, STM data at the initial stage of crosslinking indicates that the exposure to 50 eV and 1 keV electrons leads to the initiation and
propagation of radical chain reactions. Potential mechanisms that could lead to the
termination of the chain reactions were not discussed by Amiaud et al.[14]. Nevertheless, a
termination either due to steric hindrance of the frontal monomer radical or due to contraction
of the cross-linked molecular island is conceivable. In the further course of the irradiation
process (50 eV, 10 mC/cm²), the long-range order is significantly reduced compared to the
pristine SAM. The molecular structure is characterized by small domains of well-ordered
molecules, with domain sizes typically less than 10 nm, whereas the pristine TPT SAM is
typically characterized by phase domains sizes up to ~ 100 nm. The domains with regular
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molecular ordering are separated by apparently cross-linked, amorphous parts of the
monolayer. The electron-induced reduction of the average phase domain size is supported by
STM data obtained in STM/SEM experiments (1 keV, 2 mC/cm²), which provides STM data of
the same sample site immediately before and after the irradiation step.
The STM data for the nearly completely cross-linked monolayer (50 eV, 25 mC/cm²) allow the
identification of sub-nanometer-sized voids, which can be assigned to sub-nanochannels or
pores found and characterized by Yang et al.[9]. The lateral distribution of the voids can be
approximated by a Poisson-distribution, indicating their random character. However, the
lateral distribution may still be influenced by the initial SAM structure, since different
structural phases with different molecular area densities are present (see section 4.2). This
cannot be excluded due to the limited size of the respective STM image. The diameter of the
voids was estimated to 0.5 ± 0.2 nm, which is consistent with the pore diameter estimated by
Yang et al.[9]. The areal density of the voids amounts to ~1.7 ∙ 1017 m-2, which is roughly a factor
of 4 lower than the areal pore density determined by Yang et al. However, it must be taken into
account that the electron dose used by Yang et al. is 50 mC/cm² and thus higher by a factor
of 2. Unfortunately, no STM data are available for 50 mC/cm² due to the extensive occurrence
of tip artifact imaging. A further increase of the irradiation dose can still lead to an increasing
area density of the voids. The comparison of the size distribution and the areal density of the
voids observed by STM with the corresponding values for the pores determined by Yang et al.
leads to the conclusion that the voids shown in Figure 4.17 (a) can probably be assigned to subnanometer pores within the cross-linked TPT layer, which will later on provide the already
proven high filtration performance of TPT CNMs[9].
The essential stages of the electron irradiation-induced cross-linking of TPT on Au(111), as
indicated by STM data obtained in this work, are visualized schematically in Figure 4.19. At the
initial stage of cross-linking (a), individual radical chain reactions occur within the monolayer,
which lead to the formation of (partially) cross-linked islands. At intermediate electron doses
(b), the long-range order is significantly reduced compared to the pristine SAM, which leads to
the existence of small domains of regular structural order that are separated by apparently
cross-linked, amorphous parts of the monolayer. The progressive stage of cross-linking (c) is
characterized by the absence of nearly any molecular ordering. The STM data allow the
identification of sub-nanometer-sized voids that are apparently randomly distributed in the
monolayer matrix and can be assigned to sub-nanochannels or pores.
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Figure 4.19: Schematic visualiza
zation of 50 eV/1 keV electron irradiation-induced cross-lin
inking of p-terphenylthiol
SAMs on Au(111), as indicatedd by STM data. (a) Electron impact at the initial stage of cro
ross-linking (0.5 mC/cm²)
creates radicalized molecular monomers
m
(green) that initiate radical chain reactions, leaading to the formation of
cross-linked molecular “islandss”, accompanied by the cleavage of S−Au bonds (red). Pottential reaction pathways
are indicated by black arrows.. (b) Intermediate doses lead to a reduction of the average
ge domain size (~10 nm),
separated by cross-linked partss of the monolayer (red). (c) An electron dose of 25 mC/c
/cm² transforms the SAM
into an amorphous molecular network
n
of potentially porous structure. The presence of pristine
p
monomers in the
cross-linked layer cannot be exccluded. Unfortunately, no STM data are available for 50 mC/cm², which is the dose
required to convert the monolay
ayer into a transferrable CNM.
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The electron irradiation-induced cross-linking of aromatic SAMs on Au(111) was studied by
STM, employing TPT SAMs as model aromatic SAMs. So far, the electron irradiation-induced
cross-linking of aromatic SAMs has been studied thoroughly by spectroscopic methods,
yielding deep insight into structural and chemical transformations and the underlying
mechanisms of cross-linking. However, microscopic data of cross-linked SAMs with molecular
resolution is available only rarely, in particular when considering the initial stage and
intermediate stages of cross-linking. The STM data acquired within the scope of this thesis
provides information about cross-linking for the first time on the molecular scale, thus
enabling to observe the influence of the electrons on the SAM on the local, molecular level.
Cross-linking was investigated by delivering low, intermediate, and high 50 eV and 1 keV
electron doses to the TPT monolayer, followed by the acquisition of STM data.
The molecular structures of the pristine TPT SAMs, prepared either from DMF-based solution
or from the gas phase under UHV conditions were studied by high-resolution STM. The
preparation from DMF-based solution is the common method for the preparation of carbon
nanomembranes from TPT SAMs[9],[1]. SAMs prepared from the gas phase, however, are
characterized by a similar molecular arrangement and have shown to be more suitable for STM
experiments due to their outstanding crystalline purity. It is therefore expected that TPT SAMs
prepared from the gas phase constitute a representative system of TPT SAMs prepared from
DMF-based solution. STM data allows for the identification of two distinct, ordered phases for
SAMs prepared from DMF-based solution; α-phase and β-phase domains. Both phases occupy
approximately ~50% of the surface area. SAMs prepared from the gas phase are characterized
by the absence of α-phase domains, that is, only β-phase domains and slightly distorted βphase domains were observed. The packing density of the molecules in the α-phase is ~ 33%
higher compared to the β-phase. Typical domains sizes for SAMs prepared either from DMFbased solution or from the gas phase are 10-100 nm.
STM data of the irradiated monolayer surface at the initial stage of cross-linking (50 eV and
1 keV, 0.5 mC/cm²) reveals the presence of dark spots which may represent locally crosslinked sections of the monolayer. The STM contrast may originate from the local decoupling of
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the molecules through the cleavage of S−Au bonds, as can be gathered from the cross-section
for the S−Au bonds to be cleaved by an impinging electron deduced from XPS data. Based on
the acquired STM data it is proposed that cross-linking in TPT SAMs (and possibly in aromatic
SAMs in general) proceeds via radical chain reactions as previously proposed[14]. Following the
size distribution of the dark spots, the chain reactions involve up to 33 molecules and 5–6
monomers on average. The first radicals initiating individual chain reactions may form upon
6 eV (secondary) EA, indicated by the reactive 6 eV electron attachment cross-section
estimated previously based on HREELS data[14]. However, different electron-molecule primary
interactions producing radicals cannot be excluded. Potential termination mechanisms cannot
be deduced from the STM data but different mechanisms were proposed.
With reference to the aforementioned cross-sections derived from spectroscopic data, the dark
spots were ascribed to locally cross-linked sections of the monolayer. However, surveying the
internal structure and chemical nature of the dark spots is still an outstanding task. This may
support the hypothesis that the dark spots can be ascribed to cross-linking via radical chain
reactions. For this, inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) at low temperature may
verify the partial sp³-rehybridization of the carbon centers inside the dark spots. IN previous
studies, two different conformations of the acetylene molecule (sp²-like and sp³-like) were
found to exist on a Ni(110) surface[127]. A change of the LDOS of the dark spots compared to
the pristine SAM areas may be detected by I-V-spectroscopy. The modification of the local
work function by the dark spots may be quantified by ln(I)-z-spectroscopy[68] or by performing
spatially resolved tunneling barrier height measurements[128]. Resolving the topographical
structure of the dark spots by AFM may reveal whether or not the internal structure is subject
to amorphization.
The propagation of radical chain reactions at the initial cross-linking stage may be investigated
by preparing TPT SAMs including spin traps at low concentration compared to the TPT
monomers. The isolated spin traps should be easily distinguishable from the surrounding TPT
monolayer due to their expected difference in STM contrast. The irradiated TPT/spin trapsurface may be characterized by the presence of dark spots tendentially being smaller
compared to the spots in the pure TPT monolayer as the propagation of the chain reactions is
expected to be terminated in the presence of spin trapping molecules. It is conceivable to
employ aromatic thiol-containing molecules similar to TPT molecules but including spin traps
such as n-tert-butyl-alpha-phenylnitrone or 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline N-oxide.
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To explore which electron-molecule primary interactions cause the initiation of radical chain
reactions and thus contribute to the creation of cross-linked islands within the monolayer, the
irradiation experiments should be performed with 6 eV primary electrons, corresponding to
the energy of the DEA resonance. Below ionization and excitation thresholds, the production
of monomer radicals can only proceed upon electron attachment, thus excluding different
interaction mechanisms. Provided that equivalent electron doses were delivered to the
monolayer (the 6 eV primary electron dose should be similar to the estimated 6 eV secondary
electron dose the monolayer was exposed to in the 1 keV irradiation experiments for this
thesis), the areal number density and possibly the size distribution of the dark spots may give
insight into the role of electron attachment for cross-linking.
Provided that cross-linking indeed proceeds via radical chain reactions, the dependency of the
average number of molecules involved in individual chain reactions on the areal molecular
density may be of interest. It would be conceivable that higher packing densities facilitate the
propagation of chain reactions. The average size of the dark spots in α-phase domains (packing
density ~33% higher compared to β-phase domains) may differ significantly from the
respective value in β-phase domains. Irradiation experiments of biphenyltiolate and/or
quaterphenylthiolate-based SAMs may give additional insight.
In the further course of the irradiation process (50 eV, 10 mC/cm²), the long-range order is
reduced significantly compared to the pristine SAM. Pristine like domains are typically less
than 10 nm in size, being separated by apparently cross-linked, amorphous parts of the
monolayer. The reduction of the average regular phase domain size is supported by STM data
acquired within the scope of complementary STM/SEM experiments (1 keV, 2 mC/cm²). The
evolution towards the nearly fully cross-linked state (50 eV, 25 mC/cm²) is characterized by a
loss of long- and short-range molecular order. Sub-nanometer-sized voids that can be assigned
to sub-nanochannels or pores found and characterized by Yang et al.[9] were observed. Here
again, the dependency of the equivalent pore diameter on both the molecular packing density
and the molecular length may be of interest.
The STM experiments were significantly impaired by unstable measurement conditions, in
particular experiments on partially irradiated samples (electron dose > 1 mC/cm²). Recurrent
tip modifications during the scan and tip artifact imaging resulted in quite a limited data set.
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Sample cooling and SAM preparation under UHV conditions from the gas phase may help to
increase the stability of the measurements.
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cell (black, dashed lines) for n~7.5. The pair of molecules forming one oval spot is colored in
blue. Part e and f are reprinted and adapted with permission from ref [39]. Copyright (2013)
American Chemical Society. .................................................................................................................. 59
Figure 4.5: Morphology of the TPT/Au(111) surface prepared from the gas phase. (a) Lowmagnification STM scan of the monolayer surface (+1.0 V, 30 pA, cross-talk corrected)
revealing the presence of ordered domains with domain sizes of 10-100 nm. The STM scan was
not perturbed by mobile adsorbates. The inset shows one Au adatom island with a height of
0.29 ± 0.07 nm which is covered by TPT molecules. (b) High-magnification STM image
(+1.2 V, 30 pA, cross-talk corrected). The surface is covered by phase domains equal or similar
to the β-phase observed previously (see text for details). A slightly distorted phase domain is
also observed, denoted as , βdistorted. The stripe directions are highlighted in green. The pair
stacking directions of the β-phase and the βdistorted-phase (blue and turquoise, respectively)
exhibit a measured angle misfit of 7.6 ± 5.0°, whereas the stripe directions are multiples of 120°.
The unit cells are drawn in black. The domain boundaries are highlighted by grey, dashed lines.
(c) Line profiles along the lines A-D (see text for details). (d.1), (d.2) Structural models of the
β-phase, according to ref [39], and the distorted β-phase (denoted as βdistorted), respectively.
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The model for the distorted β-phase was developed for this thesis. The unit cells are drawn in
black, dashd lines. The characteristic symmetry directions are highlighted by colored arrows.
Equivalent binding sites are highlighted by red circles. The unit cell of the distorted β-phase is
constructed by a translocation of the original β-phase unit cell vector along the pair stacking
direction (turquoise) along one of the < }}~ > directions. The unit cell vector along the

stripe direction is not changed. The translocation leads to a theoretical increase of the enclosed
angle by 6.6°, in agreement with the experimental observation...................................................... 61

Figure 4.6: STM data contrasting (a) the pristine monolayer surface (U=+1.0V, I=30pA) and
(b) an adjacent surface section that was irradiated with 1 keV electrons with a dose of 0.5
mC/cm². Tunneling parameters: (U=+0.45V, I=70pA). The presence of coherent, dark spots is
observed (highlighted by white arrows). Domain boundaries are highlighted by grey, dashed
lines. (c) High-magnification STM image (U=+0.45V, I=70pA) of the dark spots observed in
(b). (d) High-magnification STM image (U=+1.0V, I=10pA) of a monolayer surface that was
irradiated with 50 eV electrons with the same dose used in (b), showing the presence of dark
spots as well. All data was acquired by using SAMs prepared from the gas phase (see
section 3.1.4). All images were cross-talk corrected. ........................................................................ 64
Figure 4.7: Characteristics of the electron irradiation-induced dark spots. (a) The STM image
shown in Figure 4.6 (b) was evaluated by using the Mark by Segmentation-function in
gwyddion v.2.41. (b) Size distribution of the dark spots, plotted as a function of the molecular
area in the β-phase. (c) Lateral distribution of the dark spots, approximated by a Poissondistribution (black, dashed line) with parameter t = 2.6. The sectioning of the STM image is
shown in the inset. (d) Apparent mean depth of the dark spots with respect to the

SAM/ambient-interfacial area as a function of the depression area. The data was fitted
empirically according to Equation 4.1 (black, dashed line). ............................................................ 66
Figure 4.8: Potential chain reaction pathways that may lead to dark spots of observed shape. (a)
High magnification STM image shown in Figure 4.6 (c) as well. (b) and (c) Potential
propagation pathways through the monolayer; linear (b) and ramified (c). ................................ 68
Figure 4.9: Schematic illustration showing that the propagation of radical chain reactions
involving n monomers is expected to cause the formation of 2n-2 aliphatic groups (highlighted
in red). This hypothesis is based on the proposed mechanisms for electron induced loss of
aromaticity going along with cross-linking within a TPT SAM starting with electron
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attachment at 6 eV[14]. The gray shaded area is to be substituted to accommodate for the
different initiators (routes (a) or (b), see Figure 2.4). ....................................................................... 71
Figure 4.10: Schematic overview of two alternative interpretations of the dark spots. a) Gold
vacancy islands within the first gold layer. b) Desorption of single molecules and/or molecular
fragments and subsequent reorientation of the adjacent monomers. ............................................ 73
Figure 4.11: STM overview scans of TPT SAMs before and after 1 keV electron exposure by
SEM. The SAM shown in the upper image sequence (cross-talk corrected) was prepared from
the gas phase (see section 3.1.4). Tunneling parameter: (U=+0.4V, I=30 pA). The SAM shown
in the lower image sequence (not cross-talk corrected) prepared from DMF-based solution (see
section 3.1.3). Tunneling parameter: (left: U=+0.45 V, I=30 pA, right: U=-1.2 V, I=30 pA). The
applied doses are displayed in the upper left corners. The irradiation process is apparently not
accompanied by the formation of gold adatom islands. The white protrusion in the upper right
corner of the 2 mC/cm²-irradiated SAM is due to interactions of the sample surface with the
scanning probe. ....................................................................................................................................... 75
Figure 4.12: 3D view of one selected depression with larger area. Molecular corrugations are
still visible, yet more disordered compared to the pristine SAM. The desorption of single
molecular moieties cannot be excluded. ............................................................................................. 76
Figure 4.13: Correlation between the areal density of the molecules, the molecular orientation
and the work function of the sample. The local decrease of the molecular area density leads to a
structural collapse, which is accompanied by an increase of the tilt angle of the concerned
molecules. It is expected that the local collapse of the molecules will result in the appearance of
depressions in the STM images for two reasons: 1) the topographic contrast due to the local
increase of the inclination angle, and 2) the electronic contrast, due to the local increase of the
work function and consequently the local increase of the tunneling barrier (see text for details).
................................................................................................................................................................... 77
Figure 4.14: Structural evolution of the monolayer upon 50 eV electron exposure. SAMs were
prepared from DMF-based solution. (a) The pristine TPT SAM is characterized by the
presence of highly-ordered phase domains and Au adatom islands covered by TPT molecules.
Tunneling parameter: (U=+1.0V, I=30pA) The image is cross-talk corrected. (b) Electron
exposure with a dose of 2.5 mC/cm² causes the formation of dark spots. Tunneling parameter:
(U=-1.2V, I=10pA). The image is not cross-talk corrected. (c) Exposing the monolayer to 10
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mC/cm² causes a significant reduction of the long-range molecular order. Ordered phase
domains with sizes <10 nm are still visible (marked by green lines). The domains are
surrounded by darker areas of low order (marked by blue lines) that may be ascribed to rather
cross-linked parts of the monolayer. Tunneling parameter: (U=-1.2V, I=10pA). The image is
not cross-talk corrected. (d) Electron exposure to 25 mC/cm² causes the loss of long- and
short-range order. However, some residual order might be left as indicates by brighter parts of
the monolayer (green), surrounded by darker parts (blue) of branched shape. Tunneling
parameter: (U=-1.2V, I=10pA). The image is not cross-talk corrected......................................... 80
Figure 4.15: Reduction of the regular phase domain size upon 1 keV electron exposure with a
dose of 2 mC/cm². The STM images were acquired at the same sample location before and after
electron exposure. The SAM was prepared from DMF-based solution. (a),(b) Pristine SAM
surface with regular phase domains being 10-100 nm in size. Some domain boundaries are
marked in green. Tunneling parameter: (U=+450 mV, I=30pA). (c),(d) Irradiated monolayer
surface, characterized by smaller phase domains (<10 nm). Some domain boundaries are
marked in green. Tunneling parameter: (U=-1.2 V, I=30pA). The images are not cross-talk
corrected. ................................................................................................................................................. 81
Figure 4.16: Formation of sub-nanometer-sized voids within the partially irradiated TPT
monolayer (50 eV, 10 mC/cm²). The SAM was prepared from DMF-based solution. (a) Highmagnification STM scan of the monolayer surface (U=-1.2 V and I=10 pA). (b) Height profiles
across the voids. The measured depth is ~0.1 nm. The image is not cross-talk corrected. ........ 82
Figure 4.17: Formation of sub-nanometer-sized voids within the partially irradiated TPT
monolayer. The SAM was prepared from solution. The irradiation was performed with 50 eV
electrons and an irradiation dose of 25 mC/cm². (a) STM scan of the monolayer surface (U=1.2 V, I=10 pA). The image is also shown in Figure 4.14 (d). The image was post-processed by
using the 2D CWT-function of gwyddion 2.41 (see text for details). Voids are preferentially
located in darker regions (black arrow), whereas brighter regions (white arrow) are rather free
of voids. (b) The same image as shown in (a). The voids were marked by using the Mark by
Segmentation-function of gwyddion. (c) Lateral distribution of the voids. The fit displayed in
red approximates the data by following a Poisson-distribution with parameter λ = 3.7. The data
was acquired by dividing the STM image shown in (b) into equal sections (inset) and counting
the number of voids in each section. (d) Estimation of the void diameter by calculating the
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equivalent disk diameter, which is the diameter of circular voids of similar area. The fit
displayed in red approximates the data by following a Gaussian distribution, revealing a void
diameter of 0.5 ± 0.2 nm. ....................................................................................................................... 84
Figure 4.18: Imaging of tip artifacts on partially cross-linked monolayers. The artifact are
highlighted by black, dashed circles. The artifact pattern remains unchanged in consecutive up
and down scans (highlighted by black arrows). SAMs were irradiated with 50 eV electrons by
applying a dose of 0.1 mC/cm² (upper image sequence, cross-talk corrected) and 40 mC/cm²
(lower image sequence, not cross-talk corrected), respectively. ..................................................... 86
Figure 4.19: Schematic visualization of 50 eV/1 keV electron irradiation-induced cross-linking
of p-terphenylthiol SAMs on Au(111), as indicated by STM data. (a) Electron impact at the
initial stage of cross-linking (0.5 mC/cm²) creates radicalized molecular monomers (green)
that initiate radical chain reactions, leading to the formation of cross-linked molecular
“islands”, accompanied by the cleavage of S−Au bonds (red). Potential reaction pathways are
indicated by black arrows. (b) Intermediate doses lead to a reduction of the average domain
size (~10 nm), separated by cross-linked parts of the monolayer (red). (c) An electron dose of
25 mC/cm² transforms the SAM into an amorphous molecular network of potentially porous
structure. The presence of pristine monomers in the cross-linked layer cannot be excluded.
Unfortunately, no STM data are available for 50 mC/cm², which is the dose required to convert
the monolayer into a transferrable CNM. .......................................................................................... 90
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